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1111 KELVIN
presents

HUGHES

AUTOMATIC PLOTTING TABLE SYSTEM

General
The Kelvin Hughes Automatic Plotting Table (APT)
System assists in navigation and general operational
plots by its ability to compute, process and display the
changing positions of submarine and surface vessels.
Providing an accurate high speed, display of all
available navigational and peripheral data.
Such an APT system (or variants thereof) that can now
be offered may be used for new build installations or for
replacement of existing older style navigational plotting
tables.
The basic system comprises one or more plotting tables,
a digital computer and various interfaces linking with a
number of position indicating sensors. A continuous
display of ships positions by means of a spot of light
projected onto an Admiralty chart is the prime
operational mode. By operator command, however, the

light spot can be moved to any defined location to allow
for plotting of other contacts or points. The computing
size of the processor is such, that processing and update
of other modes of operation can be continued within the
computer, whilst the operator is concerned at the table
with other plotting tasks.
Control by, and communication with the operator, is via
a keyboard controller unit. The plotting table accepts
standard Admiralty charts. The system also provides for
post exercise analysis by automatic recording, on a
digital cassette recorder, of data as specified by the
operator.
The Kelvin Hughes APT system, provides accurate and
fast machine processing of incoming sensor data and an
accurate display and recording facility.

Hardware & Design Philosophy
The system has been designed with the following objectives:1. The provision of a soundly engineered solution based
on our wide system engineering experience.
2. An innovative design approach with respect both to
economical and future expansion considerations.
3. Standardisation of components.
4. A high level of integrity in terms of open and closed
loop requirements.

5. A high level of reliability based on the Company's
experience in the marine markets.
6. Ease and speed of maintenance.
7. Safety.
8. Low cost of ownership.
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System Configuration
Various system configuration are possible depending on
the type of vessel concerned and the operational
sophistication required. Both hardware and software
are designed on a modular basis allowing for:-

a) considerable flexibility with the type of system fitted .
b) further expansion of any particular system with a
minimum of expense.

IICPROOF
and easy operation with
the reliable Mini-Ranger®
electronic positioning system.
The project manager of this
dredge and survey vessel gets
complete printouts showing
channel depth, pre-dredge and
post-dredge profile plots and
accurate volume calculations ...
easily ... simply ...
automatically. The dredge
master knows where he is and
exactly where he needs to go.

And he can prove his work when
it's done. The new automatic
Mini-Ranger positioning system
does it all and provides recorded
proof of performance to satisfy
his customer.

New data available
For the whole story on
specifications, price and delivery

schedules, call (416) 499-1441 or
write to Motorola, Military &
Aerospace Electronics, 3125
Steeles Ave., East, Willowdale,
Ontario. Ask about the
equipment package that can
simplify your dredging operation
and provide your customer with
proof of a job well done. You can
also get the schedule on free
training classes covering all
aspects of automated dredge
positioning.
Other offices: Bonn • Kuala
Lumpur • London • Paris • Rome
• Scottsdale (U.S.A.) • Utrecht

ENGINEERING & SURVEYING CONSULTANTS
PIPELINE SURVEYS
EXPLORATION LOCATION SURVEYS
PLANTSITE SURVEYS
MINERAL CLAIM SURVEYS
TOWNSITE SUBDIVISION SURVEYS

OFFSHORE VESSEL POSITIONING
AIRBORNE SURVEYS
HYDROGRAPHIC CHARTINu SURVEYS
CONSTRUCTION SURVEYS
PHOTO-CONTROL SURVEYS
PIPELINE ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT

GEODETIC CONTROL SURVEYS

RIGHT-OF-WAY SURVEYS

WELLSITE SURVEYS

ICE-MOVEMENT STUDIES

SATELLITE NAVIGATION & POSITIONING

LAND ACQUISITION SERVICES

CANADIAN ENGINEERING SURVEYS CO. LTD.
10310 Jasper Avenue
Edmonton, Canada
Telephone: Edmonton ( 403) 424-7385
Calgary (403) 264-2151
Telex:

Cdn. Eng. Sur. Edm. 037-3850

Call us, We can help

FOR THE BOTTOM LINE
The DGI HY-NAV is a fully
automatic navigator and data
logger in a single unit
Fully automated navigation and
data logging is now available for
operators of smaller motor launches
using the DGI HY-NAV hydrographic
navigation and data acquisition
system . A single microprocessor
based unit provides for navigation
along preplan ned survey lines or to
known survey points. Navigation
inputs are accepted from a variety
of radio positioning systems and
correspond ing depth from an
on board depth sounder. Position is
computed in UTM co-ord inates and
displayed on a highly visible CRT
monitor along with the depth and
steering information. Simultaneously,
a hard copy printout of position and
depth is provided for later analysis.
Data may optionally be recorded
on any RS232C compatible tape
recorder.

Wide range of inputs under
software control

HY-NAV is designed for
severe environments

The system is microprocessor based
and accepts a wide variety of input
formats, keyboard selected by the
operator, corresponding software
instructions ar:e factory programmed
into the microprocessor. The correct
input format for each system is
simply selected by entering a two
digit code.
Typical inputs which can be accepted
by current software include the
following depth sounders:
a. Ross Labs
b. Raytheon
c. Atlas Echo Sounder
d. Kelvin Hughes
Compatible range data inputs
include the following:
a. Motorola Mini ranger I and Ill
b. Del Norte Trisponder

The HY-NAV hydrographic navigation
system is self-contained and fully
waterproof with covers in place. In
normal operation, with covers
removed , the unit is weather and
splash proof. The case is intended
for extreme open boat envi ronments
including high levels of vibration
and shock. The small size and
conven ient single unit package
allows easy transfer of the system
from vessel to vessel.

ClJ
DG Instruments Ltd.
308 Legget Drive, Kanata, Ontario, Canada K2K 1Y6
Tel. : (613) 592·3141

~arinav
Now represented in Canada by Marinav
Corporation, 1140 Morrison Dr., Ottawa,
Ontario (613) 820-6600 and in UK by Marinav
ltd., 100 Wandsworth High St., London
018700151 , TX51926523.

No Loran C.chart?
No problem- with our lnternavigator.
One of the constraints of Loran C (and all other
hyperbolic navaids, for that matter) is that good
results often depend on having a lattice chart
covering your area, at a scale just right for your
needs.
Unfortunately, such happy combinations are rare,
and this can be a bit frustrating at times.
But no longer. Now, our CC-2 lnternavigator allows
precision Loran C operations independ ant of
charts.
How? Microprocessor latitude/lon gitu de
conversion. Loran time diffe rences are
continuously displayed in lat/long with a resolution
of one tenth of a second , and with provi sion for
inserting corrections for local propagation
anomalies due to overland paths, etc.
But the lnternavigator
does a lot more. Set in up
to nine separate
"waypoints" before
departure (or while
underway) and it will give
you your actual
groundspeed, distance to
go, true track made good,
and time to go to any of
them. And, as you
proceed, it will indicate
any cross track error the distance off course in
hundredths of miles to
port or starboard. (This
shouldn't be significant,
though, if the helmsman
keeps the needle of the
built-in, variable scale,
left/right meter centred.
The unit also has outputs
to drive a remote repeater
left/right indicator).

But if, by accident or design, you happen to get a fair
distance off the direct track to the next waypoint, the
lnternavigator will give you the true bearing to go
straight to it.
As you approach the waypoint, an Alert light warns
when you are within one mile, and flashes "getting
close" at less than half a mile to go. And, if you're
in the Auto mode, upon reaching the waypoint all
navigation calculations switch over to the next leg.
Could anything be simpler?
The lnternavigator's controls also include an
Operator Error warning (you can't, for example, key
in latitudes over ninety degrees), a lost signal light,
a display memory "freeze", and a Calculate function
which allows you to do other navigation sums via
the computer without upsetting the ongoing
calculation process.
And finally, a unique plus.
Thanks to velocity aiding
through a built-in least
squares recursive filter,
Internavigator readouts
are smoother than
anything you've seen
before. So smooth, in
fact, that it's TD display is
actually more precise
than that of the receiver
which is driving it. The
CC2 operates from
I nternav 101, 104, 204,
and 123 receivers, and
costs $4,500. We'd call
that a very competitive
price - except that we
don't seem to have too
many competitors.
But that's the way it is,
when you're number one
in Loran C.

t.

and o r oceanographical buoys. In addition to
ability to record data from ten different
unattended for up to six months, the
ation can be equipped with a VHF transmitter
r radio telemetry of data directed to the research base.

Wind Speed (average and maximum)
ind Direction
Air Temperature
Humidity
Air Pressure
Solar Radiation
Rainfall

AANDERAA
INSTRUMENTS
LTD.
560 Alpha St, Victoria, B.C. V8Z 1B2
Telephone (604) 386-7783
U.S.A. SALES & SERVICE
30F Commerce Way,
Woburn 01801, Mass.
Telephone (617) 933-8120
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WhatS your need?
Portable Hydrographic
Acquisition system
collects, edits and records
data on DC 300A or DC 100
cartridge tape. Works with
essentially any depth or
positioning system while
steering information and
display are optional.
DATA LOGGING -CAT8800

DATA RECORDING -CAT8900

Ruggedized Asynchronous Magnetic Tape system using DC 300A
cartridge. Includes an 8085 microprocessor which allows communication
via EIA RS232C link reducing host CPU overhead and controlling readafter-write error checking.

For further information contact:

Canadian Applied Technology
Buttonville Airport, 16th Avenue, BUTTONVILLE, Ontario L3P 3J9
Telex: 06-986511

Phone: (416) 297-4681

Introducing the new

CAT2200
TIDAL ACQUISITION AND TELEMETRY SYSTEM

This proven, single board,
micro processor (8085) system
will store accurate measurements
of WC!ter level using a CAT 2200
digital sensor. With auto call,
modem or radio equipment any
location can be monitored
remotely, and CAT has add on
hardware for control, analogue
measurements, or site status
monitoring if that's the requirement.
A single 12 volt supply provides
power backup. Couple this with
a sealed anodized, welded
aluminum case, and you have a
reliable, rugged, environmentally
protected system.

Use it for tide level research,
dredging, holding pond, flood
level or shipping lane monitoring.
Other applications include rainfall
and water temperature measurements. CAT 2200 does it all!

For further information contact:

Canadian Applied Technology
Buttonville Airport, 16th Avenue, BUTTONVILLE, Ontario L3P 3J9
Telex: 06-986511

Phone: (416) 297-4681

Total Support
sales- service - lease
for your oceanographic I h~drographic I
geophysical equipment neeas.

.

m.s.e. engineering systems ltd.

§•[\
[/

265 canarctic drive, downsview, ontario,
canada M3J 2N7
(416) 661-5646 telex 065-23982
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INTERNATIONAL HYDROGRAPHIC BUREAU
Avenue President J. F. Kennedy, Monte-Carlo, Monaco
publishes
twice a year, in January and July
an English and a French edition of

THE INTERNATIONAL
HYDROGRAPHIC REVIEW
This publication contains articles of topical interest on hydrography, oceanography and related ocean technology and
sc1ences.
Approx. 160 pages, 18 x 27 em; numerous illustrations.
Annual subscription: 11 0 French Francs, plus postage.
Original articles for publication are welcome.
The Bureau also publishes monthly

THE INTERNATIONAL
HYDROGRAPHIC BULLETIN
which contains topical news and reports the work of the
world hydrographic community. Charts and pub I ications
issued by Hydrographic Offices are listed each month, and
there is a comprehensive monthly bibliography on
hydrography and related subjects.
Bi-lingual (English & French), approx 35 pages 21 x 30 em.
Yearly subscription: 60 French Francs, plus postage.
Individual issue : 6 Francs. Free specimen copy on request.
The list of International Hydrographic Bureau publications,
and the conditions of sale, will be supplied free on request.
Telegraph : BURHYDINT MONACO
Telex: (France) 469870 MCS CARLO (Attn: INHORG)

I
Producer of:
TORAN
&
DIFFERENTIAL OMEGA

Now introduces

SVLEDIS
• over-l ine of-sight
radio-positioning equipment
• highly portable, low power drain,
unattended reference beacons
• no cumbersome antenna arrays
• no lane count 10 km ambiguity
• 24 hours-day operation

SERCEL ELECTRONICS OF CANADA Ltd.
7004 V 5th Street SE
Calgary, Alberta T2H 2G3
Phone: 403/253-2148 -Telex: CGY 03-824738

SERCEL INDUSTRIES CORP.
Koll Business Center, Building 13
2871 152nd Avenue N.E.
Redmond, Washington 98052
Phone: 206/885-5585 -Telex 32-9434 Sercel RDMD

SERCEL INCORPORATED • USA
Suite 010, 4800 West 34th
Houston, Texas 77018
Phone: 713/688-9433- Telex: 775689

SERCEL

SOCI~T~ D'8UDES, RECHERCHES
ET CONSTRUCTIONS ~LECTRONIQUES

25 X-44090 Nantes Cedex
Phone: (40) 49.11.81 (7 !ignes groupees)
Telex: Sercel CARQF 710695

THE
HYDROGRAPHIC
PACKAGE!

BATHYMETRY
ATLAS-DESO 10 Dual Frequency Survey
Fathometer
ATLAS-EDIG 10 DIGITIZER
POSITIONING
MOTOROLA MRS Ill C-BAND
Th is system includes BITE (Built-in Test Evaluation),
Multi-User and 16 code options. The rotating
antenna for longer range is available. (Extended
range is available with the Sercel Syledis System.)
NAVIGATION
HP-9825S System under software control provides
real t ime positions in UTM or Geographic: Co-ordinates. The program options provide for multiple (2,
3, or 4 range) range or lane inputs. (Depend ing on
the specific positioning system.)

HP-9871 Printer-Plotter provides complete Data
Logging backup for the tape and in field post plotting of survey line and water depth in plan or profile.

Video Monitor(s)- provides key locations on the
survey vessel with current survey status and real
time track plotting for t he Helmsman. The Positioning and Bathymetric Data are si multaneously
recorded on a fixed time or a f ixed distance interval
basis.

ADDITIONAL SERVICES AVAILABLE:
Current Meters (Aanderaa)
Tide Gauges (Aanderaa)
Wave Riders
Piston Coring (Benthos and Alpine)
Bottom Sediment Sampling Systems
Side Scan Sonar (Klein and EG & G)
Marine Seismic Profiling Systems (EG & G
Uni-Boom and 240 Sub-Tow, Huntec
Hydrosonde, Raytheon RTT-1000A.)

KEn TID&
KENTING EXPLORATION SERVICES LIMITED
5636 Burbank Cres. S.E., Calgary, Alberta T2H 1Z6 (403)253-6633 Telex 038-22630

DO YOU CATCH A BOAT TO WORK?
If you do you will be better informed as a member of the
HYDROGRAPHIC SOCIETY and a reader of the
HYDROGRAPHIC JOURNAL.

THE HYDROGRAPHIC SOCIETY
The Hydrographic Society was formed to further the
interests of all those concerned with surveying at sea.
Its membership is international and broadly based, in
order to unite surveyor, equipment manufacturer and
client. Over 40 Corporate Members and 500 surveyors,
engineers, geologists and geophysicists from more than
30 countries now enjoy the benefits of membership.
The Society offers a variety of services to members,
including a Journal, Information Sheets at approximately
two-monthly intervals, Special Publications, Symposia,
lectures and an employment information service.

THE HYDROGRAPHIC JOURNAL
As the forum of the Hydrographic Society, the Journal
provides a medium wherein the knowledge, experience
and views of individuals, firms, and organisations
engaged in the profession of surveying at sea can be
published. It also records the activities and functions of
the Society.
Three issues per annum.
The options are:Full Individual Membership - £2 joining fee and
£7.50 p.a. (Journals and Information Sheets
supplied free, by airmail).
Full Corporate Membership (for organisations)
- £20 joining fee and £40 p.a.
Subscriber (non member) £15 p.a. plus postage (Journal)
£21 p.a. plus postage (Journal and information sheets)
For further-information and
membership applications
write to:Hon. Secretary
The Hydrographic Society
Department of Land Surveying
North East London Polytechnic
LONDON E17 4JB

For Journal subscription
write to:Subscription Secretary
67 Kingtree Avenue
Cottingham
North Humberside
HU16 4DR

huntec

(•70) LIMITED

25 Howden Road, Scarborough,
Ontario, Canada M1 R5A6
Phone: (416) 751-8055
Telex: 06-963640
Cable: HUNTOR, TORONTO

Let Huntec deliver

your data ...
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19th ANNUAL

Canadian Hydrographic Conference
'THE 80's - A NEW DECADE IN HYDROGRAPHY,
March 18 - 20, 1980
Halifax, Nova Scotia

Sponsored by the
Canadian Hydrographic Service,

Atlantic Region

and the
Canadian Hydrographers· Association

A program of topical hydrographic papers,
commercial exhibits, tours, and enjoyable social
events is scheduled at the Lord Nelson Hotel,
Halifax, Nova Scotia

For additional information contact:
Mr. G. Henderson, Conference Chairman
19th Annual Canadian Hydrographic Conference
Canadian Hydrographic Service
Bedford Institute of Oceanography
P.O. Box 1006
Dartmouth, Nova Scotia B2Y 4A2
Canada
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Charlie Golf Foxtrot Quebec
/

R.W. Sandil ands
Canadian Hydrographic Service
Pacific Region
S1dney, B.C

Reprinted from the Islander Supplemen t , the Daily
Colonist, Vi ctoria, B. C. , Sunday, February 11 ,
19 79.

In Lloyds Shipping Register she is "5390876 :
Call sign CGFQ: Owned by the Government of Canada :
Equipped with Echo sounder; gyro; position fixing
device; radar ; radiotelephone; 1295 tons gross
twin screw hydrographic ship," but to west coast
seamen and ship watchers she is better known as
the Wi Uiam J . Stewart.
For 46 years the familiar white-hulled hydrographic
survey ship has travelled the coast from her base
in Victoria, carrying out surveys ranging from the
busy bustling port of Vancouver to the quiet solitudes of. the Queen Charlottes and mainland inlets.
She has known the rock strewn coasts and the offshore Pacific swells .
Her contribution to the safety of mariners on our
coast is beyond measure and the work carried out
by her hydrographers has contributed to the coastal
development of our Province out of proportion to
her initial cost .
Shipping insurance rates are greatly influenced by
the standards of the charts available and in her
lifetime the Stewart has been involved in the
initial surveys or upgrading of surveys originally
carried out by the British Admiralty on Canada's
west coast .

She was built at Collingwood, Ontario and launched
in April, 1932, being named WiUiam J. S tewart to
commemorate the late directing head of the Hydrographic Service, or Dominion Hydrographer in
today ' s parlance .
Built of steel throughout she has twin screws with
triple expansion engines and the soft slapping of
water against her hull was the only noise heard
as she made her way through the inner passage
making her a joy to sail on board cons ide ring the
noisy vibrating diesels of the modern ships where
earmuffs are mandatory in the engine rooms.
She was not outstanding as a sea boat and many a
tyro seaman made his way to the ships rails in a
good blow , particularly in a quartering sea where
she managed to work up a stomach wrenching corkscrew motion .
There must be many hundred in the Victoria area
whose first seagoing experience was aboard the
WiUie J. and many youngsters put themselves
through university by signing on each s ummer.
Specifically designed for hydrographic survey ing
duties she carried the large crew necessary to man
four surveying launches and other small boats .
Her spacious chartroom, with its large chart tables,
a seagoing office for her hydrographers , was
situated directly under the bridge and was the
focal point of her activities . Here the surveyors

(C.S.S. Wi lliam J. Stewart)
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did their calculations, reduced their soundings
from observed tides and plotted the coastline on
their field sheets, the embryo charts with their
hundreds of soundings that eventually were reduced by the chart compilers to a fraction of
that number, sufficient with depth contours, to
convey the depth of water to the ship's navigator.
Befitting the era in which she was built, the
hydrographers quarters were spacious and, in their
style, comfortable, though as electrical equipment
was added throughout the years and placed a
greater load on her generators the wattage of the
cabin lights was reduced and an underground war
developed between the surveyors who slipped in
brighter bulbs and the engine room staff who just
as regularly replaced them with 25 or 40 watt
bulbs.
The crew's quarters were perhaps adequate when
she was built but the years took their toll and
required standards of crew accommodation were
improved leaving the Stewart badly behind the
times. The Daity Provinoe in February , 1948,
reported that the Canadi an Seamen's Union in
Toronto called government ships the "slums of the
sea" and two years earlier carried an editorial
reporting a 300% crew turnover in six months,
this following on the heels of a Victoria Chamber
of Commerce charge made by their vice-president
Mr. Walter Miles. The Victoria Times quoted the
CSU agent on May 27, 1946, as saying that the
men onboard the William J. Stewart had to sleep,
eat and wash in the same quarters and that the
bunks were worse than those at Oakalla.
In time the accommodation was improved and again
in recent years it was brought up to standard,
though by modern ship criteria with crew in double
or single cabins, she would still seem to be
below par to many.
The Annual Report of the Department of Marine,
(1931-32), which was responsible for hydrographic
surveys when she was launched, reported :
"The scientific and hydrographical equipment will comprise echo sounding recording machines
of the latest and most efficient design, for both
deep and shallow water; gyro compass equipment
with the master gyro installed on the lower deck
forwa.rd in a special room provided for this
purpose and repeaters in the chart room, wheelhouse, and on the upper navigating bridge deck,
one steering and two bearing repeaters. In
addition to the echo sounding apparatus there wi 11
be several types of wire sounding machines."
For her day a comprehensive array of hydrogra_phic
ins trumenta ti on.
Her bunker capacity was 300 tons. Though originally designed as an oil burner she started life as
a coal burner in deference to business interests
in the Union Bay area where coal was plentiful.
Until 1958 when she was converted to oil she was
a regular caller at Union Bay where approximately
every six weeks she berthed to bunker and the
hydrographers, and officers and crew who could be
spared, sped south for a well deserved weekend at
home during the field season.
The names of her hydrographers-in-charge are still
to be found in the title blocks of Canadian west
coast charts : H.D. Parizeau, J. H. Knight,
W. K. Willis, Bob Young, Wilf La Croix, Ralph Wills,
'Sandy' Sandi lands, Vic Goodwill, Charlie Mcintosh,

and others who served for shorter periods .
Her Masters were all well known in Victoria and on
the waterfronts of the coastal towns : Captains
J. J. Moore, George Billard, Howie Mathieson,
Dave Martin-Smith, Tom Scanlan, Frank Green and
Kaj Sjoholm, Captain Billard being her longest
serving Master.
The engine room was a gleaming palace of brass and
steel under chief engineers Ascroft, Mackenzie and
Henderson.
Until the 1960s when main communications were
changed to radiotelephone she carried a full time
radio operator who doubled as ships clerk and in
some cases as electronics technician and among her
sparkers can be counted Ray Hale, John O'Malia,
Joo Haegert and John Macleod.
No seaman who served onboard will ever forget her
long time bosun, Alfie Logan, keeping an eye on
them as they pushed their holystones backwards and
forwards along the decks to bring them back to the
accustomed white after coaling .
The well known book, Walbrcrn's British Columbia
Coast Names records the origin of the place names
on the coast up to 1906, but in any updating of
this type of publication the Stewart and her crew
would frequently appear . To cite a few examples Weinberg Inlet (Jake, ch. off.); Anderson Passage
(John, quartermaster); Langthorne Island (William,
oiler); Rutley Islands (John, hydrographer); and
the ship herself commemorated by the naming of
Stewart Passage .
The working season for the ship was normally mi dApril to mid-October, a regimen adopted by
experience as any extension of this season was not
overly productive due to the shorter daylight
hours and greater frequency of poor weather .
But it was not as result of a gale or thick weather
that she had her greatest trial. Steaming north
through Seymour Narrows on Sunday, June ll, 1944,
she hit the notorious Ripple Rock, adding to the
long list of ships that had fallen foul of this
hidden haza r d near the southern end of B.C . 's
inner passage to the north.
·It was a heyday for the Vancouver and Victoria
newspapers . B.-c. members of parliament leapt to
the offsensive. G.G. McGeer (Vancouver Burrard)
had been pressing the federal government to have
the rock reduced to a lower level as in common with
his fell ow Liberal members James Si ncl air (North
Vancouver) and Tom Reid (New Westminster), he felt
that the removal of the rock was as much a war
transportation measure as the Alaska highway and
that Canada should offer a seawa.y quid p r o- quo for
the U.S. aid in building the land link to that
state through our country.
The complement onboard was 65 at the time of strik~
ing but there were no casualties. ·,seven of/ the ·
crew were women who served as cooks, stewardesses
and launderesses. With their fellow cr;ew members
they did what they caul d to try to.' save the ship
and while the enginerooin staff drew the fires to
prevent the boilers blowing, Captain Moore and his
Chief Officer Ernie Betteridge worked the ship
into Plumper Bay and be,a.ched her on a mud bottom.
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A newspaper report of 16 June stated that:
"Actual dama-ge from contact with the rock pinnacles is not excessive, though it can be classified
as extensive. Bottom of the ship received quite
a ripping, though the fact that she remained
afloat while she proceeded three miles to Pl~mper
Bay and was then beached safely, indicates that
her' pumps were almost able to cope with the inflow from the holes."

Onboard too the Stewart was expensive in manpower.
Some reduction in crew came about when she converted
to oil. Launch hoisting, lowering, turning out
and in was only semi -mechanical and was heavy on
manpower . The galley, situated amidships, was
well removed from the crews and hydrographers
messes requiring a large staff of stewards. All
in all an expensive ship to man in terms of money
and man years.

The Pacific Salvage Company tackled the difficult
salvage operation and under the direction of
Captain W. J. Jordan they manage<! to right her
bad list and hold her on an even heel with long
lines to extra anchors. After temporary patching
and pumping she returned to Victoria on a 30-hour
tow.

The ship was built exclusively for hydrographic
surveys and with the emergence of the oceanographic
requirements with their many different types of
equipment and also Federal budgetary restraint,
-both monetary and in man years, she fell victim to
these constraints.

She was a sad looking ship as she entered port.
Still carrying a slight list, her paintwork was
marred, strings of kelp hung from some of her
gear and a heap of wet blankets and linen from
the steward's stores lay piled on her upper deck.
The ship had taken four months' provisions onboard the day before she sank and on arrival in
Victoria the crew were set to, removing thousands
of cans of foodstuffs, washing them down with
fresh water and drying them. After inspection by
a government food inspector the cans were sold,
but with the labels washed off it must have been
a potluck sale.
The hull stood up well to the accident but the
engine room was badly damaged, the electrical
equipment was ruined and the beautiful maple
panelling of the cabins and public rooms had to
be completely removed.
The following year the Stewart was back in action
again and from then till the end of the 1975
field season she spent every summer on surveys of
the B.C. coast.
Throughout her life she has undergone many changes
in silhouette detail. At various times her stack
has sported different cowls and altered its rake.
The crowsnest disappeared and in the mid fifties
when using a electronic positioning system she
was fitted with a lattice mainmast. Her wheelhouse, which was originally open, was closed in
leaving the upper bridge with its large covered
plotting table, irreverently known as the henhouse,
still open for the hydrographers to use when shipsounding with sextants.
Modern echo sounders were fitted enabling deeper
soundings to be taken at full speed though an old
Kelvin wire sounding machine was retained aft for
taking samples of the bottom with the tallow
armed deep sea leads.
Orange and yellow-hulled high speed fiberglass
launches replaced the old wooden hulle.d canvas
canopied launches or "covered waggons." Before
the launches were fitted with echo sounders
these launches carried a crew of six making them
expensive in manpower, but the sounder replaced
two leadsmen and the launch engineers were phased
out as remote engine controls gave the launch
coxswains complete control. As sextant sounding
gave way to various electronic position fixing
sys terns the number of hydrographers dropped from
two to one .

No longer has the Canadian Hydrographic Service a
dedicated ship on the west coast. Their new
vessels Parizeau and Vector, along with the chartered Pandora II are multi -purpose ships, equally
able to carry a hydrographic survey party or an
oceanographic team. This permits year round
utilization of the ship with the priorities of the
many varied projects becoming the deciding factor
in the assigning of ship time.
On September 20, 1975, Hydrographer-in-Charge
Graeme Richardson came ashore with his survey
party and the season's field sheets at the old
hydrographic wharf beside Johnstone Street bridge
and a lifetime of charting the coast came to an
end for the William J. Stewart.
She was towed to the wharf at the new Institute of
Ocean Sciences the following June and has lain
there s i nee "in mothballs."
A strange silence has fallen over the ship. No
more does her chartroom resound to the chant of
hydrographers reading off and reducing soundings to
the background static of radiotelephone receiver.
The clatter of dishes, pots and pans is stilled in
the galley. The messes no longer echo with orders
for meals or the evening cries of "full house" or
"three no trump." The even tread of the off-watch
crew exercising on the main deck, pacing out their
daily quota is heard no more. The bridge and
engine rooms are silent as the grave.
Th.e old lady lies in state; her final disposal
awaiting a decision of the Crown Assets Disposal
Corporation.
But there should be no mourning at her departure.
She has had a long and productive life and the
work that sh.e carried out, the charts that were
produced from her voyages will endure as a monument
to her for many years to come.

FOOTNOTE. - The closing date on bids for the
C.S.S. WILLIAM J. STEWART was extended to
28 September to allow all prospective purchasers
the opportunity to have the ship surveyed. In
an article in the Vancouver Province on 23 August
marine correspondent Mark Wilson suggested that
if the ship was to go for scrap the engines,
which are in excellent condition, should be
removed and preserved at the Vancouver Maritime
Muse um as an example of working triple expansion
engines and as a valuable contribution to
industrial archaeology.
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Computerized
Chart Reproduction for
Sci enti fi c Applications
R. Gatti nger
Applied Research Division
National Water Research Institute
Canada Centre for Inland Waters
Burlington, Ontario

Introduction

A computer charting system was deve!oped which
digitizes and reproduces hy drograp~l c ~h~rts and
topographic maps for use by the sc1ent1f1c community in displaying various types of data .
The digitizing system is comprised of a digi~i zer ,
a programmable desk calculator and a tape dr1 ve.
It produces a BCD tape of vari able record length
containing geographic coordinates.
Programs are written in FORTRAN IV. The plotting
section of the system us es the digitized data
files in order to plot survey stations and their
respective parameter values at their true pas iti ons
in conjunction with topographic features .
Reasons for Development

The computerized reproduction of charts . and ma ~ s
for the purpose of displ ay ing and check1ng var1ous
types of collected data has been of ~n ~eres t to
scientists for many years . The trad1 t10na l methods
of using overlays are time-consuming and require
photographic equipment to reduce and/or repr~duce
charts containing different data sets. Conslderi ng the vast amount of oceanogr aphic an~ bathy metric data collected in recent years, 1t became
quite evident that a computeri zed.chart reproduc t i on combined with a data retn eva l sys tern was
needed to effectively handle this problem.
The system was developed using facilities avai l able
at the Canada Centre for Inland Waters (CCIW), .
Burlington, Ontario and is indep~ndent ?f outs 1de
sources for digitized cartograph1c deta1ls .
Hardware and Software

The digitizing system consis ts of a Hewl e ~t-Pa c k
ard 9100A programmable desk calculator, w1th
extended memory , a 9107A digitizer and a Kennedy
Incremental 1600 tape drive. A 36" x 48" Bendi x
digitizing table is interfaced with the digitizing
equipment.
The digiti zed t apes are edited, sorted and merged
with the CYBER 171 comp uter at CCIW .
The plotter presently used at CCIW is a 1036
Calcomp drum plotter with a 925 tape drive.
The FORTRAN program which plots the cartog r aphic
and survey data is called AUTOP and was developed
by Mr. Angelo C. Zi ngaro , the second author of
"Computer Charting Sy stem" . 1 It offers man~
feature s , s uch as : different types of outll nes ,
rotation of geographic names, border lines, .bar
scale, geographic gratic~les and. 3-colour d1splay
routine for easy contour1ng, mak1ng the plotted
chart suitable for display purposes. Modules for

Mercator and Polyconic Projecti ons are presentl y
included in t he program2 , 3 , 4 • A retrieval system
can be readily merged with program AUTOP, or a
suitable da ta file containin g the pertinent
parameters can be used as inp ut to program AUTOP .
Planning the Digitization

To achieve efficiency a numbe r of conditions must
be considered in the pl anning and executing stages
of the digiti zation of a chart .
Prior to the digitization, t he outlines are di vided
into secti ons to define a start and end poi nt fo r
each section, and at the same time obtain a reasonable record length. Since t he points can be digitized in a utomatic or single mode, it is easy f or
the user to vary the number of po ints digiti zed
per unit length .
If two or more charts are t o be joined, adeq uate
overlap has to be provided . This is especia lly
true if the charts have differe nt projection
centres or were campi led on di fferent projections .

To include geographic names and other symbols,
their pas iti ons may be dig i ti zed, identified by
number code and put on tape f i le during the
actual digitization.
A Calcomp plot of a section of the St . Lawrence
River from Ile aux Oies to Les Escoumins is shown
in Fi g . 1 . Three hydrographic charts 1207, 1201
and 1204 were digitized separat ely and their
boundaries are s hown by dashed lines. Some planning was necessa ry to obtain continuous outlines.
In this plo t dashed lines denote sandbanks, dash dot and dotted lines represent 5 fathom and 10
fathom lines, respectivel y. Current vectors at
various depths are also dis pl ayed with the length
of the vector being propo rti ona l to the spee d.
In order to obtain a plot of t he Upper Canadia n
Arc t ic as shown in Fi g. 2, three topographical maps
were splice d together. Th ese maps are at a sca l e
of 1:1,000, 000 and compiled on a Lambert Conformal
Projection. They were digitized by app ro ximati~g
the Lambe rt Conformal Projec t ion with 3 Polyconlc
Projections . Program AUTOP does not provide a
module for a Lambert Conformal Projection, the refore the map wgs plotted with a Polyconic Proj ection, using 73 - 30' and 104° as a reference
latitude and reference meridian , r espe ct i ve l y.
Thi s map is use d mainl y for dis play purposes~
primarily to show various phases of surveys 1n
publications.
Method of Digitization

Once the projec tion and the po i nt of origin have
been decided upon or sel ecte d, t he chart to be
digitized i s placed on the digitizing table Vfith
its reference meridi a n approxi mately perpe nd1 cul ar
to the base of the table. The objective now is to
digitize points whose geographic coordinates are
known and compare them with po s itions obtai ned by
digitization. The digitizing sy s~em conv~rts the
digitized coordinates to geo grap hlc coord1nates
and a llows the user to check the accuracy of the
process in the initial stages.
The digitizing program is set up t o allow the user
to change t he scale and check points until the
best fit is obtained, afte r which the actual
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digitization is carried out .

Department of Fisheries and Oceans
Research and Development Division
Ocean and Aquatic Sciences
Cen tral Region
P. O. Box 5050
Burlington, Ontario L7R 4A6
Canada

Present Applications

The system described herein was used to create
gridded depth values 5 (or bathymetry) for
selected areas. Individual soundings were digitized from existing charts where no data tapes
could be obtained for the area in question .
Also depth contours on charts were digitized and,
at pre-set intervals, positions of those depths
in appropriate coordinates were computed . Using
the same scale and projection as hydrographic
charts, gridded depth values were verified and
updated.
Oceanographic surveys were conducted in the
Hudson/James Bay region to study the effects of
hydroelectric development on the aquatic environment. With additional software developed and in
conjunction with oceanographic and bathymetric
data files, the Calcomp plots produced were used
for display purposes in the publication and
analysis of the data.6
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Conclusions

A sys tern of reproducing maps and charts on a
computer has been presented that, combined with
a retrieval system, offers complete flexibility
to meet the requirements usually encountered in
research work. The problem does not lie in the
accuracy of the digitizing system, but in obtain ing a base chart meeting the particular specifications . With the options, such as rotating
names , different types of outlines and symbols to
choose from, plots may be produced in qualities
ranging from checking to display purposes.
Modules for additional projections - UTM' s,
Lambert Conformal and Polar stereographic- will
be added to the system in the near future. There
are also plans to access data files digitized by
an automated cartographic system. 7
A user 's manual, describing the digitizing process
in detail is available upon request. Copies of
program AUTOP and programs to sort and merge
cartographic files are available for both the
CYBER 171 and the CDC 3170 version. Both manual
and programs may be obtained by writing to:

-------------------------------------------------,
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c/o Canadian Hydrographers Association,
PO Box 5050,
86 7 Lakeshore Rd.,
Burlington, Ontario L 7R 4A6
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Storm Surge Amplitudes in the
St. Lawrence Estuary
T.S. Murty
Institute of Ocean Sciences
Dept. of Fisheries and Oceans, Sidney, B.C

M.l. EI-Sabh and J.-M. Briand
Departement d'Oceanographie, Universite du
Quebec a Rimouskl; Rimouski, Quebec

The long period (30 minutes to about 48 hours)
water level oscillations due to meteorological
disturbances are defined as storm surge and, by
this definition, one excludes the static water
level set-up and the short-period wind waves and
swell . In practice the storm surge is calculated
as the difference between the observed water
level and the predicted astronomical tide . Operational prediction and study of storm surges are
useful for navigation, engineering works near the
coast and even pleasure boats . However, prediction of the amplitudes of the surges is not
adequate because a positive surge of 3 metres
amplitude (for example, at Qu~bec City) occurring
at the time of a high tide of about 3 metres will
cause a total water level deviation of 6 metres,
whereas the same surge occurring at low tide will
cause a total water level deviation of insigni ficant amplitude. Hence it is important to understand the interaction between the storm surge and
the as tronomi cal tide .
The St . Lawrence Estuary (Fig. l) with an area of
10,800 square kilometres is the region where the
waters of the Atlantic and those of the Great
Lakes co-mingle . Five hundred kilometres from the
Great Lakes and nearly 1000 from the ocean, it
begins at Quebec City and extends 400 kilometres
downstream to Pointe-des-Monts, where its channel
suddenly opens into the Gulf of St. Lawrence .
Historically, the St . Lawrence Estuary formed the
first section of the navigation routes which led
to the settlement and development of much of
Canada and central U.S.A . Today the estuary is
still a vi tal artery to these areas, forming a
navigable waterway from the Atlantic Ocean to the
ports of Qu~bec and Montreal and through the
St . Lawrence Seaway into the Great Lakes. A
knowledge of the interaction between astronomical
tides and storm surges in the St. Lawrence Estuary
is necessary. Here we present a summary of the
results obtai ned on this subject.
We analyzed all the storm surge data for the
ll-year period 1965-1975 in the St. Lawrence
Estuary . Table l lists the maximum amplitudes
of the positive and negative surges observed
at 9 stations in the estuary . The frequency
(i.e. number of occurrences during this ll -year
period) of positive surges exceeding 180 centimetre amplitude and negative surges exceeding
130 centimetre amplitude are also shown . The
range of the spring tide as well as the state of
the tide with which maximum amplitude positive and
negative surges are associated are also shown.
The following deductions can be made based on
these results . The maximum amplitude of positive
surges observed is 300 centimetres and this
occurred at the following five stations : Pointeau-Pere, Tadoussac, Riviere-du-Loup, St- Josephde-la-Rive and Quebec . However, the frequency of
positive surges and negative surges is not the

same at these stations . Quebec and St. Fran~;ois
have the maximum frequencies; Pointe-au-Pere,
Riviere - du-Loup and Baie-Comeau have the lowest
frequencies, whereas Tadoussac, Ste-Anne-desMonts , St-Joseph-de-la- Rive and St-Jean-Port-Joli
have intermediate frequencies. Thus , out of the
9 stations listed, Pointe-au- Pere and Quebec are
at the lowest and highest ends of the storm surge
frequency scale. The return periods of a storm
surge of any given range (to obtain the range of
the surge , we simply add the amplitudes of the
positive and negative surges) can be obtained by
a simple calculation . For example, at Quebec City
a positive surge of amplitude equal to or greater
than 130 centimetres occurred 157 times in ll
years . Hence the return period for a positive
surge of at least this amplitude is about 26 days,
whereas the return period for a positive surge of
the same amplitude at Pointe-au-P~re is 5.5 years .
On the other hand for a positive surge of amplitude equal to or greater than 180 centimetres ,
the return period at Quebec City is approximately
3 months whereas at Pointe-au-Pere it is still
5.5 years .
Similarly one can compute the return periods for
the negative surges . For the negative surges the
maximum observed amplitude is 250 cent'imetres at
St-Joseph-de-la-Rive. The only other two locations
where the amplitudes of the negative surges
exceeded 200 centimetres are St-Fran~;ois (230 em)
and Quebec (210 em) . The smallest amplitude
negative surges occurred at Pointe-au-Pere and
Baie-Comeau. In terms of frequency, the negati ve
surges are most prominent at St. Fran~ois and
least prominent at Ste-Anne-des-t~onts. Based on
amplitudes and frequencies for both positive and
negative surges we can say that Pointe-au - P~re,
Baie-Comeau and Ri viere-du-Loup are reasonably
safe from storm surges and Quebec City and
St-Fran\Sois are extremely prone to storm surges .
However, one reassuring feature at Quebec and
St-Francsois is that positive surges occur mostly
at the time of low tide while negative surges
occur at the time of high tide. Thus, to a
certain extent, the surges and tides oppose here.
At St-Jean-Port-Jol i and St-Joseph-de - la-Ri ve
positive surges occur at the time of high tide,
which is a factor that makes the overall water
level variations quite significant.

Ste- A nn e des-Mont s

48°

Figure 1. The St. Lawrence Estuary showing
stations used in this study.
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Table 1. Storm Surge Statistics
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The Origin of~The Origin of the Species'
{The Beag I e Expedition 1831-1836)
G. MACDONALD
Canadian Hydrographic Service
Central Region
Burlington, Ontario

Voyage of the Beagle

Charles Robert Darwin was born in Shrewsbury on
February 12th, 1809. After taking part in the
Beagle expedition, he became secretary of the
Geographical Society in 1838. The following year
he married his cousin Emma Wedgewood . With a
grant from the government and a generous inheritance from his father, Darwin was able to devote
his life to research and writing, up until his
death on April 19th , 1882.
This travelog of Darwin's historic voyage will
take us to many places around the world that
were studied in great detail over a period of five
years. It would be impossible to cover every
aspect of the voyage he re . As we skip from one
location to another, the events may not always be
discussed in chronological order . The reader
might want to refer to the map at the beginning of the a rti cl e or to the chronology of events
at the end to help sort out the proper order of
things .
Those of us who enjoy our work may , perhaps, go
into the field each year yearning to discover
some small piece of unexplored territory. It is
with great anticipation that we leap ashore on a
deserted and desolate coastline only to find a
rusty beer can underfoot, or some more discreet
evidence of an earlier human presence . Even
Darwin had his beer can experience, as we shall
see later on .

When the voyage was over Darwin wrote , in retrospect , about the pains and pleasures of undertaking such a trip. The losses such as friends,
home and family were only partly relieved in the
delight of antici pating the return home. The
disadvantages of spending so much time at sea
were balanced by the advantages of visits ashore,
where there was "a growing pleasure in comparing
tne character of the scenery in different countries . " Darwin enjoyed the cruise but , once he
returned home, never left the shores of England
again. He did, however , recommend the seafaring
life to others . "The effect ought to be, to
teach him good- humored patience, freedom from
selfishness, the habit of actin~ for himself, and
of making the best of every occurrence . In short ,
he ought to partake of the characteristic qualit i es of mo s t sa i l o rs . "

* * * * * * *
On September 5th , 1831, Charles Darwin met with
Robert FitzRoy in London . FitzRoy was captain
of HMS BEAGLE , a ship the Admiralty was sending
on a long voyage . Darwin was offered the post of
naturalist . The ship had two miss i ons : to continue charti ng the South Ameri can coast and to
carry accurate longitude measurements (by means of
chronometers) around the world .
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Darwin had just tried two universities . At
Edinburgh he turned away from a medical career,
after witnessing his first operation (performed in
those days without anaesthetic) . He entered
Cambridge to become a parson . Here he met and
became a friend of Professor Hens low, a botanist
and mineralogist. It was Henslow who initially
recommended Darwin for the position as unpaid
naturalist on the BEAGLE.

* * * * * * *
HMS BEAGLE sailed from Devonport December 27th,

1831 , after being driven back twice by heavy gales .
Darwin was seasick . He wrote home, "The misery
endured is far beyond what I ever guessed . "

of these fish that was found floating and alive in
a shark's stomach and that, on several occasions ,
the fish had been known to eat its way through the
side of a shark (killing the shark in the process).
Darwin wrote "Who would ever ha ve imagined that a
little soft fish could have destroyed the great
and savage shark?"
A few days after sa i ling from San Salvador the sea
took on a reddish-brown appearance . "The whole
surface" said Darwin, "seemed as if covered by
chopped bits of hay . " Captain Cook , in his third
voyage , remarked that the sailors gave the name
sea sawdust to this appearance .

HMS Beagle
BEAGLE stopped to position the Cape Verde Islands ,
where she lay at anchor for twenty-three days .
Later , off the coast of Africa near St. Domingo,
Darwin collected dust from the BEAGLE and some
that fell on a vessel a few hundred miles north
of the islands . He heard numerous accounts of dust
falling on vessels far out in the Atlantic . From
the direction of the wind he felt sure it came
from Africa . It is interesting that , of the many
species of protozoa found in the dust, there were
no known African species ; but two species that
had only been found in South America were present .

(The css BAFFI N, some 100 miles off the African
coast during the 1976 Senegal cruise , picked up
an estimated o. 7 tons of dust during a storm ,
as well as an owl that was blown off shore in the
high winds . )
Crossing the Atlanti c , the BEAGLE stopped at the
island of St . Paul s . Here, Darwin observed , "the
often repeated description of the stately palm
and other noble tropical plants , then birds, and
lastly man , taking possession of the coral islets
as soon as they are formed in the Pacific , is
probably not quite correct; I fear it destroys the
poetry of this story , that feather and dirt feeding and paras i tic insects should be the first
inhabitants of newly formed oceanic land."

* * * * * * *
In San Salvador , Brazil , Darwin observed a fish
called the Diodon (or Balloon fish) which can
blow itself up into a spherical form by taking in
water and air. Here Darw i n heard the story of one

In Rio de Janeiro, Darwin took a land excursion to
visit an English estate north of Cape Frio. One
night the travellers stopped at an inn and , after
taking care of the horses, asked the innkeeper fo r
something to eat. As Darwin related it , "Anything
you choose sir!' was the usual answer . For the
f i rst few times vainly I thanked providence for
having guided us to so good a man . The conversation preceding , the case universally became deplorable . ' Any fish ... ?' - 'Oh , no sir!' 'Any
soup?'- 'No , sir!' 'Any bread?'- 'Oh, no sir!'
\1\ny dried meat.?'- ' No , sir! ' If we were lucky ,
by waiting a couple of hours we obtained fowls
and rice . . .. If we hinted we would be glad of
our meal, the pompous and (though true) most
unsatisfactory answer was 'It will be ready when
it is ready."'
Darwin also related about the journey : "As soon
as any stranger is seen arriving, a large bell
is set tolling, and generally some small cannon
are fired . The event is thus announced to the
rocks and woods , but to nothing else."
Darwin met slaves during the trip . While making
a fe r ry crossing he tried to carry on a conversation with a negro slave , but the man was having
trouble understanding. Darwin yelled and gestured
with his hands to try and make the man understand .
When his hands came near the slave ' s face , he
looked frightened , and dropped his hands , thinking
he was going to be hit . Darwin later talked of his
feelings of surprise and shame at seeing such a
powerful man afraid to defend himself. In discussions with FitzRoy , the captain, without condoning slavery , thought there was a good deal to
be sa i d in its favour .
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Darwin offered this comment on the Gauchos he met:
"Their politeness is excessive; they never drink
their spirits without expecting you to taste it;
but whilst making their exceedingly graceful bow
they seem quite as ready, if occasion offered, to
cut your throat." Here Darwin became familiar
with the lassos and bolas of the Gauchos . One
day he tried the bolas himself . One of the balls
hit a bush, fell to the ground, caught the hind

Anti-Slavery Propaganda Used Before Darwin's Time

In Rio, Darwin observed similar relationships
between plants and insects of the same families
(though not of the same species) as those in
England. He noted that when man introduced a new
species into a country the relationship was often
broken. Cabbages and lettuce leaves in Rio were
untouched by slugs or caterpillars.
Darwin's observations extended to the smallest of
insects. On one occasion he stopped to watch a
fight between a wasp and a spider. The wasp
swooped down, stung the spider, and flew off.
The wounded spider hid, but when it finally moved,
the wasp came in for the kill, and started to
drag off the body . Darwin chased the wasp away.
In another instance he saw a wasp become entangled
in a spider's web, and despite the wasp's attempts
to sting its adversary, the spider came out on
top.
Darwin witnessed a march of army ants. It was
three hundred feet long, and everything in its
path became panicked. The ants corralled cockroaches, lizards and spiders, and then attacked
their prey .
On July 5th, 1832, the BEA GLE left Rio de Janeiro.
The second night out St. Elmo's fire lit up the
mast head and yard arm ends . The sea was highly
1 uminous and "the tracks of penguins were marked
by a fi ery wake."

* * * * * * *
It was a difficult job for FitzRoy to survey the
South American coast, where storms frequently
jeopardized his program. To help get the job done,
in the spring of 1833 FitzRoy bought and manned an
American sealing vessel that was nearly as big as
the BEA GLE . He reconditioned the ship and renamed
it ADVENTURE . Since he could not consult with the
Admiralty, the money came out of his own pocket.
He thought the Admiralty would reimburse him later
on.
While FitzRoy surveyed, Darwin spent ten weeks in
Maldonado . During a journey to the river Polanco
his pocket compass became the object of attention
and, as Darwin put it, "created unbound astonishment." In every house he visited he was asked to
show the compass and, with a map, point out the
direction of various places . He was surprised
when he found that the natives thought England
was a large town in London.

Hunting with Bolas

leg of the horse he was riding, pulled the other
ball from his hand, and secured the horse. He
left the Gauchos laughing; they had never seen a
man catch himself before .
Bolas were not a recent in novation even in Darwin's
time . There is evidence of bolas found recently
in Argentina that are dated at over three million
years old.

* *

* * * *

The BEAGLE picked up Darwin at Maldonado on
July 24th, 1833, and sailed for the Rio Negro.
Here Darwin visited a salt lake (or salina) where
a large amount of pure salt (99.9% pure) was
drawn annually. It is interesting to note that
this pure salt did not preserve meat as well as
sea salt from the Cape Verde Islands. As a consequence, salt was imported and mixed with the
local salt. The purity of the salt, Darwin
supposed, was the reason for its inferiority.
While on a field trip to Rio Colorado, Darwin
stayed one night in a rancho (which he translates
as hovel) of a Spaniard who fought for Napoleon in
Russia. Even then it was a small world.
On this trip Darwin met General Rosas and visited
his estates. The general was well known for the
laws by which he governed, and there were many
stories about the manner in which his laws were
enforced. One law was that no man should carry a
knife on a Sunday . Lawbreakers were put in the
stocks . (Sunday was the principle day for drinking
and gambling; many quarrels were common and knives
could prove fatal . ) One Sunday the Governor paid
General Rosas a visit. The general walked out to
meet him with his knife stuck in his belt. The
steward reminded him of the law, so he apologized
to the Governor and had the steward lock him in
the stocks. The steward was later persuaded to
open the stocks and let him out, but the steward
had broken the law by doing so, and was himself
locked in the stocks. Darwin commented : "Such
actions as these delighted the Gauchos, 1~ho all
possess high notions of their own equality and
dignity."
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The BEAGLE arrived in Bahia Blanca on August 24th,
and a week later sailed for the Plata. Darwin
was left behind to travel by land to Buenos Aires.
During the trip he observed the breeding habits of
ostriches . He was told by his guides that several
females laid eggs in the same nest. The number of
eggs in a nest varied from 20 to 40 and they were
incubated by the male ostrich. Darwin thought
the reason for this was that ostriches (reported
to lay up to 17 eggs) laid only one egg every
three days . All the eggs in one nest were the
same age and hatched at the same time. This would
not happen if the hen had to hatch her own eggs .
Another bird Darwin observed was the Casari ta
(little housebuilder). It built its nest at the
end of a cylindrical hole that extended horizontally six feet into a low bank such as those found
by the side of a road or stream. In Bahia Blanca
the walls around the houses were built of hardened
mud and some had small holes bored through them.
The birds mistook the walls for banks of mud
and Darwin wrote, "I do not doubt that each bird,
as often as it came to daylight on the opposite
side, was greatly surprised at the marvelous
fact ."
Darwin found a toad that he thought needed help.
It was dry, and "thinking to give it a treat [he]
carried it to a pool of water; not only was the
little animal unable to swim, but without help it
would soon have been drowned."

the year. They also consumed a large proportion
of animal fat. It has recently been found that
raw meat contains Vitamin C, that is not present
after the meat is cooked.) Darwin also took note
of the length of time between meals and suggested
that "it is perhaps from their meat regimen that
the Gauchos, like other carnivorous animals, can
abstain long from food."
Like all people involved in outdoor activities,
Darwin was susceptible to insect bites . While
travelling from Buenos Aires to Santa Fe he described the mosquitoes as "very troublesome . I
exposed my hand for five minutes and it was soon
black with them; I do not suppose there could have
been less than fifty, all busy sucking."
******

On November 19th, 1832, Darwin was travelling to
Mercedes along the Rio Negro . He stopped at a
large estate to sleep for the night, and had what
he considered an amusing con versa ti on with the
owners. After discussing such things as whether
the world was round, and whether a hole, if deep
enough, would come out the other side, Darwin was
asked, "Are the ladies in Buenos Aires not the
handsomest in the world?" He assured them they
were . "Do the ladies in any other part of the
world wear such large corms?" He assured them
they did not .

Darwin also remarked on the hibernation of animals
in this part of South America. "When we first
arrived, we thought nature had granted scarcely
a living creature to this sandy and dry country."
By digging, he found several insects, spiders and
lizards in a state of suspended animation. A
week later a few animals began to appear and,
three days later, spring had sprung . Over the
two week period the mean temperature had increased
by seven degrees, and awoke the dormant animals .
During his stay in Bahia Blanca, Darwin heard
accounts of war between General Rosas and the
Indians. Darwin told this story. "My informer
said, when he was pursuing an Indian, the man
cried out for mercy . .. 'I however struck him
with my sabre to the ground, and then got off my
horse and cut his throat with my knife'. This is
a dark picture ... but much more shocking is the
fact that all the women who appear above
twenty years old are massacred in cold blood."
When Darwin suggested to his informer that this
seemed rather inhuman, he was tal d, "Why, what can
be done? They breed so!"
On his travels towards Buenos Aires, Darwin
witnessed the results of a hail storm that, during
the previous ni gh t, had killed a l a rge number of
wild animals. He counted twenty deer, fifteen
ostriches, and numerous ducks, hawks and partridges
that had been killed. He enjoyed a dinner of hailstricken meat before continuing his journey .
Darwin noted that the Gaucho of the Pampas lived
on an exclusive beef diet for months at a time .
This surprised him, since the problems of existence
only on meat (such as scurvy) were well known
even then . He was aware that animal fat made up a
large proportion of the diet. (It was not so many
years ago in the Arctic, that the Inuit existed on
an exclusive meat diet for up to eight months of

Ladies of Buenos Aires

l·
The men were delighted. "Look there! A man who
has seen half the world says it is the case; we
always thought so but now we know it." Darwin,
of course, was treated royally for the rest of his
stay.
While staying at this estate Darwin had a chance
to see how horses were broken. He described it
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this way: "[One man] holds the animal's head while
[the other] puts on the horse cloths and saddle
and girths the whole together. During this operation the horse, from dread and astonishment at thus
being bound around the waist, throws himself over
and over again on the ground and, 'till beaten,
is unwilling to rise. At last, when the saddling
is finished, the poor animal can hardly breathe
from fear, and is white with foam and sweat." The
man then mounts the horse. "The horse, wild with
dread, gives a few most violent bounds, and then
starts off at full gallop: when quite exhausted,
the man, by patience, brings him back to the corral
where, reeking hot and scarcely alive, the poor
beast is set free."
In Mercedes, Darwin asked two men why they did not
work. One said the days were too long, the other
that he was too poor. Darwin remarked: "The
number of horses and profusion of food are the
destruction of all industry."
On first entering society in these countries, two
or three features struck Darwin as remarkable.
"The polite and dignified manner pervading every
rank of life, the excellent taste displayed by the
women in their dresses, and the eq ua 1ity arriongs t
all ranks . ; . . All this is what waul d be expected
in a new country; nevertheless the absence of
gentl erne n by profession appears to an Englishman
something strange."
Darwin sailed from Rio Plata on December 6th .
During the trip he observed numerous insects some
distance from shore. He picked beetles out of
the sea seventeen miles off Cape Corrientes. At
first he thought they had been blown from shore
but later noticed that some were aquatic. There
are several accounts of insects blown off the
Patagonia shore. Captain Cook observed it.
(On one occasion, 370 miles off the coast of
Africa, a large grasshopper was blown aboard the
BEAGLE.) Darwin also observed spiders that spun
webs like a sail and used air currents to travel
(you might say fly) seve ra 1 miles from the 1and.

FitzRoy beached the BEAGLE at high tide, near the
mouth of the Santa Cruz, in mid-April of 1834.
The ship had hit a rock at Port Desire and the
false keel had been damaged. While repairs were
being carried out, the Captain set out with three
whale boats to follow the course of the river.
During the trip Darwin shot a condor so that he
could study it . It measured eight and one-half
feet from wing-tip to wing-tip. Whi.le studying
the condors he noticed that, several hours before
a condor died, all the lice with which it was
infested crawled to the outside feathers.
On May 4th the trip up the river halted, 140 miles
from the Atlantic and only 60 miles from the
nearest Pacific water. Darwin wrote, "We had already been for some days on half allowance of
bread. This, although really enough for reasonable
men, was, after a hard day's march, rather scanty
food: a light stomach and an easy digestion are
good things to talk about, but very unpleasant
in practise. "

*******
On December 17th, 1832, the BEAGLE entered the
Strait of LeMaire, Tierra del Fuego. Here Darwin
met the Fuegians. "The language of these people" ,
he stated, "according to our notions scarcely
deserves to be called articulate. Captain Cook
has compared it to a man clearing his throat, but
certainly no European ever cleared his throat
with so many hoarse, guttural and clicking sounds."
Three Fuegians sailed with the BEA GLE when it
left England. During a former voyage of the
ADVENTURE and BEAGLE (1826-1830) Captain FitzRoy
captured some natives as hostages for a stolen
boat, and he took some back to England. Those
that did not die of smallpox were being returned
to their native land. On board were York Minster,
Jemmy Button and Fuegia Basket.
Of Jemmy Button Darwin wrote, "Wh.en the water was
rough I was often a littl e seasick, and he used
to come to me and say in a plai nti ve voice,
'Poor, poor fellow!' but the notion, after his
aquatic life, of a man being seasick was too
ludicrous, and he was generall y obliged to turn
on one side to hide a smile or a laugh, and t hen
he would repeat his 'Poor, poo r fellow!' "
N.ear Wollaston Island, Darwin met a canoe with s i x
Fuegians. He described them as "the most abj ect
and miserable creatures I anywhere beheld . " They
were naked. In another harbour not too far away ,
a woman who was feeding her recently born child
came alongside the vessel to watch, while slee t
fell and melted on her naked bosom, and the skin
of her nake d baby. Darwin was shocked.

Coleoptera

When s ta rvation threatened t he tribe in winte r ,
they killed and ate their ol d women before t hey
would kill t he dogs . When asked why, the answe r
was, "Doggie catch otters, old women no." One
boy descri bed the way they killed the old women
by ho 1ding them over the s moke of a fire unti 1
they choked. As a joke he i mi tated their screams ,
and indicated which parts were best to eat. Not
unreas onably , the old women ra n into the mount ains
and hid du ring times of famine , but were hunted
by the men and invited back for dinner . Je mmy
But ton, though, would not ea t land birds because
they "eat dead men . " On the west coast a mother
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was seen holding her bleeding, dying boy that her
husband had just dashed on the rocks for dropping
a basket of sea eggs.
To reach Jemmy Button's tribe and family, Captain
FitzRoy set out with three whale boats and a
trawl for Ponsonby Sound. As the natives witnessed
the boats heading i n their direction, fires were
lit on every point to attract attention and spread
the news (hence the name Tierra del Fuego or Land
of Fire) .
Darwin described the meeting of the native Fuegians
and the three Fuegians brought from England:
"the next morning after our arrival [January 24th,
1833] the Fuegians began to pour in, and Jemmy's
mother and brothers arrived. The meeting was less
interesting than that between a horse turned out
into a field, when he joins an old campanian.
There was no demonstration of affection; they
simply stared for a short time at each other , and
the mother immediately went to look after her
canoe. The women took much notice of, and were
very kind to Fuegia . . . . We had already perceived that Jemmy had almost forgotten his own
1anguage ."
A missionary named Mathews was brought from
England to be left with the Fuegians and (one
supposes) to teach them the Christi an ways. After
only a short time ashore he was brought back to
the BEAGLE, and was eventually left in New Zealand.
In that short time, he had been threatened with
stones and stakes by one party of Fuegians ; another
party wanted to strip him naked and pluck all the
hairs from his face and body.
FitzRoy had naively tried to help the Fuegi ans by
introducing religion, clothing and modern utensils
(such as axes), and by teaching gardening techniques and English manners. Darwin was convinced
that their only hope for survival was to be left
alone. In Darwin's time there were more than ten
thousand Fuegians inhabiting the Western channels.
When the CHALLENGER visited Tierra del Fuego near
the turn of the century, three tribes were almost
extinct. Today there are less than one hundred
Fuegians. FitzRoy was disappointed in the results
of his experiment. He had done more harm than
good by taking his Fuegians to England. "Wherever
the European has trod", Datwin later wrote,
"death seems to pursue the aboriginal."

*******
In the end of t~ay, 1834, the BEAGLE entered the
Straits of Magellan for the second time. During
the previous visit (in January) the famous gigantic Patagonians were interviewed at Cape Gregory.
Their average height was about six feet and Darwin
described them as "the tallest race which we anywhere saw. This tribe has had so much communication with sealers and whalers that most of the
men can speak a little English and Spanish; and
they are half civilized and proportionally demora 1i zed . "
On the west coast of South America Darwin studied
kelp. During the earlier voyage of the ADVENTURE
and BEAGLE not one rock was discovered near the
surface that was not covered by the weed. It
served as a navigation aid to mark the shoals in
the stormy waters and "has saved many a [vessel]
from being wrecked." Captain Cook on his second

voyage noted that the plant rose from depths
greater than twenty-four fathoms "and as it does
not grow in a perpendicular direction, but makes
a very acute angle with the bottom • .. it grows
to the length of sixty fathoms and upwards."
Captain FitzRoy found it growing from a depth of
forty-five fathoms.

*******
On July 2 3rd, 1834 the BEAGLE anchored in the Bay
of Valparaiso, the chief seaport of Chile. On
one of his excursions Darwin met a Cornish miner
who had married a Spanish woman and, though he
was not inclined to return home, "his admiration
for the mines of Cornwall remained unbounded."

Port of Valparaiso

Among many other questions, he asked Darwin,
"Now that George Rex is dead, how many more of
the family Rexes are yet alive?"
Copper pyrites, the common ore in Cornwall, was
thrown away as useless in Chile. Englishmen
bought up the richest veins and introduced the
roasting process (to expel sulphur before smelting).
One night in a rancho, the host talked to Darwin
about the State of Chile as compared to other
countries. "Some see with two eyes, and some
with one, but for my part I do not think that
Chile sees with any."
o·ne evening Darwin stopped at a comfortable farm
house. The ladies found out he had been entering
churches just out of curiosity. They were horrified and asked Darwin why he did not become a
Christian. He assured them that he was but they
would not believe him. The thought of a bishop
taking a wife "particularly struck them: they
scarcely knew whether to be most amused or horrorstruck at the enormity."
A man Darwin met in Chile, a German collector of
natural history, asked a Spanish lawyer who
dropped by what he thought of the King of England
sending people to Chile to collect lizards and
beetles. The lawyer thought for some time and
then said, "It is not well .. . . no man is so
rich as to send out people to pick up such
rubbish. I do not like it: if one of us were to
go and do such things in England ... the.King of
England waul d very soon send us out of h1 s
country." The German himself had left some caterpillars with a girl, to feed until they turned
into butterflies. The Padres and Governor con-
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sulted and, when the collector returned, he was
arrested and charged with heresy.
When Darwin returned to the BEAGLE he found an
enraged captain . A letter had arrived from the
Admiralty refusing to pay the expenses for the
extra ship, ADVENTURE. Since FitzRoy had acted
without instructions, he was to pay a 11 the costs
himself, dismiss the sailors he had hired, and
sell the ship. Fortunately he was able to sell
at a profit, but the move forced him to abandon
his survey of Tierra del Fuego.

*******
On November lOth, 1834 the BEAGLE sailed from
Valparaiso to survey the southern part of Chile
and the island of Chiloe. The ship anchored in
the Bay of San Carlos, the capital of Chiloe, on
the 21st.
Darwin visited Castro, the ancient capital of
Chiloe. The town was so poor that no one in the
town owned a watch or clock. An old man who was
supposed to have a good sense of time was hi red
to ring the church bell by guess .
On December 18th the BEAGLE headed north. Durin g
the trip a harbour was discovered along the
dangerous coast. While FitzRoy surveyed, Darwin
went ashore to climb . He utte red a sentiment
often felt by a surveyor even in more populated
areas: "A strong desire is always felt to
ascertain whether any human being has previousl y
vi sited an infrequented spot. Posses se d with th i s
feeling I was much interes ted in finding, on a
wild part of the coast, a bed made of grass beneath
a ledge of rock .... The fire, bed and situation
showed the dexterity of an Indian; but he could
scarcely have been an Indian , for the race in this
part is extinct, owing to the Catholic desire in
making, at one blow, Christians and s laves."
Darwin s uspected that it might have been the bed
of a s hipwrecked sailor.
Some days later another harbour was discovered and
the BEAGLE anchored. Soon afterwards a man was
seen on shore waving a shirt and a boat was sent
to pick him up. A party of si x had run away from
an American sailing vessel, and had been wandering
up and down t he coast for fifteen mo nths. One of
the party had died i n a f a ll fro m the cl iffs.
Had it not been fo r the chance discovery of the
harbo ur, theymight have all died on that wild coast.
On January 18th, 1835 , the shi p anchored in t he
bay of San Carlos for a second time. That night
the ship's crew witnessed the eruption of the
volcano Osorno, one hundred miles inland . The
li ght cast a bri gh t shadow on the water, but by
mornin g the volcano "seemed to have regained i ts
composure. " Darwin l ater fo und out that the vo l canoes of Aconagua, 480 mil es north , and Coseg uina,
2700 miles north , had erupted the same night.

* * * * * * *
On Februa ry 8th the BEAGLE arrived in Valdi via.
On the 20 th Darwin was ashore when he experienced
an earthquake th at came on suddenly and las t ed
for t wo minutes, t hough he sai d " the t ime appeared
much longer. " Darwin describe d t he motion as
"somethin g like the movement of a vessel in a
little cross ripple, or still more like that fe lt
by a person skating over thin ice which bends
unde r the weight of his body. "

Ruins at Concepcion After the Earthquake

On March 4th the BEAGLE entered the harbour of
Concepcion . Not a house was left standing,
seventy villages along the coas t had been destroy ed, and a great wave had washed away the rui ns of
Talcahuano . "The whole coas t was strewn with
timber and fu r niture as if a t ho usand ships had
been wrecked" , wrote Darwin .
On March 7th the BEAGLE left Concepcion bound fo r
Valparaiso. By nightfall onl y the mouth of the
harbour had been reached and, si nce it was becoming foggy, the ship dropped anchor. A large
American Whal er appeared alongside and Darwin told
this s tory : "We heard the Yankee swearing at his
men to keep quiet, whilst he li ste ned fo r the
breakers . Captain FitzRoy hailed him to anchor
where he then was . The poor man must have thought
the voice came from the shore : such a babel of
cries issued at once from t he ship- everyone
hallooing out, 'Let go the ancho r! Veer cable !
Shorten sail!' It was the most laughable thi ng
ever heard . I f the ship ' s crew had been all
captains and no men, there cau l d not have bee n a
greater uproa r of orders. We a fte rwa rds found
that the mate stuttered : I s uppose all hands we re
assisting him in giving the orders."
In Valparaiso, Darwin set out to cross the cordillera . Of the mules used on the excursion Darwi n
noted, "That a hybrid should posse ss more reason,
me-mo ry, obstinacy, soci a l affection, powers of
endurance and l ength of life, tha n either of i ts
parents , seems to indi cate that art has here outdone nature ."
About halfway up Peuquenes Ri dge Darwin found t he
red snow . The snow waul d co lo r onl y when it
thawed quickly or was accide nt a lly crushed an d i t
was first noted in the foots te ps of the mul es .
At first Darwin thought it was dus t from nearby
moun t ains·, but soon discovered i t was a mi croscopic
pl ant. Darwin stated that Pro tococc us ni val i s
(red snow) was "we ll known f rom accounts of Arctic
na vigato rs."
On March 22nd the party had reached an elevation
of more tha n 11 ,000 feet. Here, the potatoes
would not cook after rema in i ng i n boilin g water
fo r some hours. Two of Darwin ' s companions con cl uded "that the curse d pot (wh i ch was a new on e)
di d not choose to bo i 1 pota toes . "
"The increased brilliancy of the moon and stars
at this elevation," said Da rwi n "owing to the
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perfect transparency of the atmosphere, is very
rema rkab 1e . " Other mountain travellers attributed
the difficulty in judging heights and distances
to the lack of comparison objects . Darwin thought
the transparency of the air was as much the cause .

*******
The Galapagos Islands were discovered by Fray Tomas
de Berlanga, Bishop of Panama, in 1535. They were
owned by Equador - 500 miles distant. The BEAGLE
anchored in St. Stephens harbour September 15th,
1835. For the BEAGLE it was just another port of
call. But as we all know, it was much more than
that for Darwin . He said, "Here, both in space
and time, we seem to be brought somewhat near to
that great fact - that mystery of myste ries - the
first appearance of new beings on this earth."
Darwin commented on the weather: "Consideri ng
these islands are placed directl y under the equator, the climate is far from being excessively hot ;
this seems chiefly caused by the ... low temperature of the surrounding water, brought here by
the great southern Polar current . " The islands
were by no means uninhabited. A pena-l colony on
Charles Island had 200 inmates.
Darwin collected and catalogued every form of
life. Most resembled known species but were somehow different. He was confronted with the evidence of natural selection, but it took several
year~ for Darwin to grasp the whole principle ,
and 1 twas a quarter of a century before he published his 'Origin of the Species'.
In some instances a lack of competitors on the
islands led to creativity. In the absence of woodpeckers, a famous species of finch took to using
the spine of a cactus to pick larvae from beneath
tree bark. There were no natural enemies to this
finch on the islands : it had been hundreds of
thousa nds of years since it had seen a dangerous
hawk.
Just before World War II the British ornithologist
David Lack visited the Galapagos to study Darwin's
finches. When he left the islands he brought
back caged finches to be studied l ater. By the
time he reached the Panama Canal war had been declared so, instead of shipping the birds home to
England, he sent them to a colleague in California.
Here the birds reacted with alarm at the site of
predator birds such as hawks, vultures and ravens .
A possible million years had been insufficient to
erase an ancient experience of terror.
When the BEAGLE left the Galapagos, the bulk of
her work was done. The sur vey of the So uth American coast was completed , and only the chronological
readings to determine l ongitude remained .

* * * * * * *
On Nove.mber 15th the ship anchored in Matavai Bay,
Tahiti, as Cook had done sixty years before.
Darwin wrote of Tahiti an pineapples, "they are
of an excellent navor - perhaps even bette r than
those cultivated in England; and this I believe
i s the highest compliment that can be paid to any
fruit."

Cactus Feeding Finches

Two years before the arrival of the BEAGLE drin king was a serious problem among the natives. The
mi ss ionaries on the island convi nced the chiefs
to pass a law forb idding the sale of alcohol .
When the l aw came into effect, a general search
was made, including the missionaries houses, and
all the alcohol was poured on the ground. The
use of alcohol was banished from Tahiti.
On November 26th the BEAGLE set sai 1 for New ZeaTand , where it arrived on December 21st. "I
should think a more warlike race of inhabitants
would not be found in any part of the world than
the New Zealanders", Darwin noted. "Their
defiance of ' come on shore and we will ki 11 and
eat you all' shows uncommon boldness."
Nine days i n New Zealand were enough. "I believe
we were all glad to leave New Zealand", Darwin
wrote . "I t is not a plea sant place. Among the
natives there is absent that charming simplicity
which is found at Tahiti, and the greater part
of the English are the very refuse of society . "
Two weeks later, January 12th, 1836, the BEAGLE
entered Port Jackson and anchored in Sydney Cove,
Australia. During a short land excursion Darwin
noted, "the number of aborigines is rapidly
decreasing . . . . This decrease no doubt, must be
partly owing to the introduction of spirits, to
European diseases (even the milder ones, which ,
such as measles, prove very destructive), and to
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commemorate what happened for the first time
during our nearly five years wandering, namely,
having met with a want of politeness : I was
refused in a sullen manner at two different
houses, and obtained with difficulty from a third ,
permission to pass through their gardens to an
uncultivated hi 11, for the purpose of viewing the
country. "
On the last day of August the BEAGLE anchored for
the second time at Porto Pray a, Cape Verde. Fro m
there the ship proceeded to the Azores, and
arrived in England on October 2nd, 1836. "At
Falmouth I left the BEAGLE, having lived on board
the good little vessel nearly five years."
Monkeyana

Beagle at Sydney Harbour

the gradual extinction of the wild animals."
When Darwin left Australia on March 14th he wrote,
"Farewell Australia! You are a rising child and
doubtless someday will reign a great princess in
the south: but you are too great and ambitious
for affection, yet not great enough for respect .
I leave your shores without sorrow or regret."
At Keeling Island Darwin observed fresh water
wells that rose and fell with the t.ides . These
ebbing wells are common on some of the low islands
in the West Indies . As the water in the lower
part of the spo.nge-1 ike cora 1 mass rises and fa 11 s
with the tides, the fresh water (which has fallen
as rain on the surface and sunk to the level of
the surrounding sea) also rises and falls.
"This will keep fresh if the mass be sufficiently
compact to prevent much mechanical admixture",
Darwin theorized.
In Mauritius, Darwin met Captain Lloyd, the Surveyor General known for his examination of the
Isthmus of Panama, proving once again that it was
indeed a small world .
Of St . Helena, Darwin wrote "it is very interesting ... to find that the arrival of animals in
1501, did not change the whole aspect of the
island until a period of 220 years had elapsed . "
Imported goats and hogs destroyed the young trees
and time took care of the old ones, changing
woods into grassy plains . The change in vegetation
affected land shells (causing eight species to
become extinct), as well as a number of insects
and forest animals .

* * * * * * *
After visiting Ascension Island, the BEAGLE sailed
for Bahia, Brazil to complete the world wide
chronological observations . The ship arrived
August lst and stayed four days . Da rwi n wrote of
his visit to the old town of Olinda, "I must

Parody of Anti-Slavery Cameo in Punch

Am I satyr or man?
Pray te ZZ me who can,
And settl-e my place in the scale.
A man in apes shape ,
An anthropoid ape,
Or monkey deprived of his tail?
The Vestiges taught,
That all came from naught
By "development," so called,
That insects and worms
Assume higher forms
By modification excessive.

.~~progressive;"

Then DanJin set forth,
In a book of much worth
The importance of "Nature's selection; 11
How the struggle for life
Is a laudible strife,
And results in "s pecific distinction."
Let pigeons and doves
Select their own loves,
And grant them a million of ages,
Then doubtl-ess you 'Zl find
They've altered their kind,
And changed into prophets and sages.
Excerpt fro m PUNCH May, 1861
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Chronology of Events

1831
December 27

Depar t from Devenport

1832
January 18-February 8
February 28-March 18
April 4-July 5
July 26-Augus t 19
September 6- 0ctober 17
November 2-26
December 16

Cape. Verde IslandB
Bahia
Rio de Janeiro
Montevideo
Bahia Blanca
Montevideo

1833
- February 26
March 1-April 6
Apri 1 28-July 23
August 3-24
August 24-0ctober 6
October 6-19
October 21-December 6
December 23

Tierra del Fuego
Falkland IslandB
Maldonado
Rio Negro
Survey Argentinian Coast
Naldon ado
Montevideo

1834
- January 4
January 9-19
January 29-March 7
March 10-April 7
April 13-May 12
June 28-July 13
July 31-November 10
November 21

Port Desire
Port Saint Julian
Tierra dEl Fuego
Falkland IslandB
Santa Cruz
Chiloe
Va lparais o

1835
- February 4 Chiloe and Chonos
February 8-22
Valdivia
t·1arch 4-7
Concepcion
March 11-17
Valparaiso
March 27-April 17
around Concepcion
Ap ri 1 17-June 27
coast of Chile
Julyl2-15
Iquiqui (Peru)
July 19-September 7
Callao
Septe mber 16-0ctober 20 Galapagos IslandB
November 15-26
Tahiti
December 21-30
New Zealand
1836
January 12-30
February 2-17
March 3-14
April 2-12
Apri 1 29-May 9
May 31-June 18
July 7-14
July 19-23
August 1-6
August 12-1 7
October 2

Sydney , Australia
Tasma nia
King George 's Sound
Keeling IslandB
Mauritius
Cape of Good Hope
St. Helena
Ascencion Island
Bahia
Pernarribuco
Arrive at Falmouth

Chronology of Important Excursions

Various estates inland from
Rio de Janeiro

1832

Apri 1 8-23

1833

August 11-17 from El Carmen to Bahia Blanca
September 820
from Bahia Blanca to Buenos Aires
September 270ctober 20 to Santa Fe and along the
Pa rana
November 14to Mercedes
28

1834 Ap ri 1 18May 8
up the Santa Cruz
August 14September 27 in to the Ande s
1835

March 1 3Ap ri 1 10
April 27J uly 4

from Santiago across Andes to
Mendoza
,to Coquirribo·and Copiapo

Th e author would like to thank Eva Macdonald for
the art work. Apologies to the artists whose
work she interpreted at the author's request.
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Arctic Survey Uses HeI icopter
Mounted Spike Transducer
Paul V. Davies
Canadian Hydrographic Service
Central Region
Burlington, Ontario

The 1979 winter hydrographic suhey Cilrried out by
Central Region, Canadian Hydrographi~ Servic~ in
the Queens Channel area of the Canad1an Arct1c .
may have broken the traditional method of sound1ng
through ice, first started in the_early 1960's.
(A hi story of Arctic Hydrography 1s presented by
S. B. MacPhee et al in Edition No. 18 of LIGHTHOUSE).
The first of five electrically operated ram trans ducers, known as "Actuators", was recei~ed at the
Central Region Hydrographic camp on Banng Island
on March 21, 1979. It was mounted on an Okanagan
206B Jet Ranger helicopter as shown ~n the
.
accompanying photographs and placed 1n product10n
within half a day. All did not go as smoothly
and trouble-free as was expected; but after minor
changes by the resident technician and mechanic,
the actuator performed reasonably well. The
hydrographer assigned to the hel i copt~r did not
abandon the oil can as yet. On many 1nstances t he
oil method was still the only way to obtain a
depth (oil is used to a chi eve an acoustic bond
between the transducer and ice surface). The
second actuator arrived on April 5, 1979 and was
mounted shortly afterwards . After a few minor .
problems it too was soon in production. The 011
method was seldom used on these two ·helicopters
thereafter , except when ice condition~ warranted .
One helicopter continued to use the 011 met~od
for the duration of the s urvey . Any mec hamcal
or electrical failures within the actuator system
could usually be remedied or ju ry-rigged before
the next flight.
The sounder used with the actuator was the 24 kHz
Edo 9040 with a transmitter tune modification.
This modification allowed the tran smitter frequency to be more accurately matched to the
receiver frequency .
The main reasons for failure to obtain a soundi ng
with the actuators were:
i)

Deep snow - deeper than the length of travel
of the ram. As a result the t ransd uce r
could not reach a hard surface on whi ch t o
b ui 1 d up pre ssure .

i i)

Hard c r usty snow with softer laye rs underneath . The transducer would build up
pressure on the top crust, but was transmitting through softer snow and hitting t he
hard ice surface. Thi s situation wa s
verified wh en the hel i copter 1 urc hed as the
tra ns ducer broke through the hard s urface
l ayer in the softer snow .

iii)

Helicopter vibration due to low r.p.m. 's
while taking a measurement. High winds

would also vibrate the helicopter and the
transducer interface with the ice, causin g
i nterfe renee or noise.
The advantages of using the actuators were appar ent after four to six weeks of surveying. These
were:
i)

The use of the actuator system was very
much 1ess tiring on the hydrographer.
Climbing in and out of a helicopter up to
150 times a day is very exhausting,
especially while wearing bulky Arctic
c 1othi ng.

i i)

Cabin heat could be built up in the rea r
compa r tment of the helicopte r. When using
the oil method the helicopter door is
repeatedly opened and, with outside
tempe ratures of - 35°C, t he rear of the
hel icopter is constantly well bel ow zero.
The heating sys tern of a 206B Jet Ranger
s i mply cannot cope with this sort of heat
loss.

iii)

i v)

The use of the oil me t hod is minimi zed.
Th i s will result in sa vi ngs on e xpensive
Arctic clothing that usually is ruined
due to oil saturation. The helicopter
engineers will also be happier with a
less well-lubricated back seat area.
The oil
cer can
leaving
for t he

cans, shovel an d standard trans dube stored in the cargo compartment
roore room in the back seat area
hydrographer .

In 1979 the two helicopters equipped with actuators collected 6,414 spot soundings out of a
total of 12,787 soundings gathered during the
complete survey. The remain der were collected
using a tracked vehicle equi ppe d with hydraulically driven rams and the oil bonding method f ro m
he 1i copters.
To date the use of actuators has not proven to be
a faster or more productive method of sounding.
In fact, on occasion, while working in simila r
ice conditions, the oil method produced more
sounding data per day .
There are too many factors i nvolve d to compa r e
the met hods . With the proper ice con di ti ons the
rams shoul d prove more pro due ti ve (if they can .
withstand t he continuous puni shment of the Arct1c
environment).
At present Central Region has five actuators t hat
will be mou nt ed on all the helicopters assi gne d to
the Arctic winter s urvey i n 1980 and perhaps t he
oil method will be relegate d comple te l y to a
back-up role .
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Comments on the
lnternav Loran - C
Co-ordinate Converter
Unit (CC-2)
A. R. Mortimer
Canadian Hydrographic Service
Pacific Region
Sidney, B.C.

Introduction

An In ternav CC-2 Loran-e co-ordinate converter
was purchased by the Institute of Ocean Sciences,
Patricia Bay, in July, 1978, and has been used on
geophysical and geological work off the British
Columbia coast. These comrrents were originally
written in 1978 to provide in-house users with
an appreciation of the instrument's capabilities
and as feed back for Internav's west coast agent,
Comdev, but may be of more general interest in
view of the correspondence between Mike Eaton and
John Currie in the April, 1979, edition of
LIGHTHOUSE. The CC-2 has not been used to provide
survey control but as an aid in ship control for
line and station keeping. It has also been interfaced to PHAS (portable hydrographic acquisition
system).
The CC-2 is a microprocessor-based accessory to
Loran-e receivers which converts the Loran-e
time differences to geographic co - ordinates.
Th is unit also provides course, speed, distance
and time information for operator-defined way
points.
Equipment

The CC-2 receives time difference data from the
receiver in serial format and a microprocessor
carries out the computations using Intel 8085
machine language . Data is shown on a 16 digit,
7 segment incandescent display. The operator
controls the instrurrent through a 16 digit keyboard and mode and function switches.
There are three main components in the CC-2 :
(l) power supply; (2) microprocessor; and, (3)
display/interface . Problems ·were e/(perienced
with the microprocessor board mounting and with
the interface keyboard. The mounting slides for
the microprocessor board were such a poor fit
that the board fell out during transportation.
The keyboard was not responsive and added to data
entry errors. This type of keyboard has since
been replaced by another, more satisfactory component . The preliminary operating manual for the
unit is adequate, but a brief set of initialization and operation instructions should be placed
on one page at the front of the manual.

longitude through the keyboard . Once the unit
has been initialized the ship's latitude and
longitude are displayed in degrees, minutes and
seconds (to a resolution of one decimal place
of seconds) . It is doubtful if Loran-e positions
warrant a resolution stated to a decimal of a
second of arc. Also, the navigator would probably
find the degrees, minutes and two decimal places
of minutes format more suitable for chart work and
off-line calculations.
The conversion program i~ claimed to have a
calculation accuracy of - 50 ft., which is more
than adequate for most users. This program uses
the United States Coast Guard model to correct
for propagation delays along an all-seawater path .
On the British Columbia coast the neglect of overland phase lags causes a position slip of over
0.5 nautical miles . Some observed differences
between a "best" estimated position by Satnav and
Loran-e (controlled by cesium clock) are given in
Table l .
Thus a systematic error of over 1000 metres exists
in co-ordinate conversion. The manual emphasizes
the existence of this shift and cautions the
operator to allow for a margin of error when using
the data from the CC-2 . Constant corrections can
be applied through the CC-2 program to allow for
these systematic errors. The corrections are
applied to the time differences (T.D.'s) to
change the latitude and longitude . It is a pity
that the corrected T .D . 's cannot be displayed .
A 'smoothed', corrected T.D . would be useful in
many applications.
The raw T.D.'s from the receiver are 'smoothed'
considerably by the CC-2 program. When the ship
is underway this smoothing has the effect of
delaying the received T.D . The amount of the
delay is proportional to the ship's speed . The
effect of the smoothing on the T. D.'s when the
ship is stationary is given in Table 2 . It can
be seen that the CC-2 makes the T. D.'s three
times more stable than those taken directly from
the receiver .

TABLE I
Difference of Position CC-2 -- Satnav/LC
(in seconds of arc at 53° N)
Lat.

___hQ_rl_g_,_

21.5
35.7
35 . 4
35.4
36.5
35.8
6 .2
31.0
37 . 8
36.8

39.4
24.7
23.3
19.3
20.3
16. l
19.8
20 . 0
17.4
l 7. 2

+ 31.2

+ 21 .8

Functions

The principle function of the CC-2 is to produce
latitude and longitude for Loran-e time differences
and it does this reliably and, within certain
limitations, accurately. The initialization of
the co-ordinate conversion routine is reasonably
simple and requires that the operator input a
Loran-e rate and an approximate latitude and

Mean Difference

St. Dev. of Mean~

3. 3

+

-

2.2
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TABLE 2
Stability of CC-2 and Receiver Time Differences
Receiver (204)

CC-2
Rate 5990

TO-X

Mean T. D.

12130.51

~ 0.01

St. Dev.

TO-Y

TO-X

TO-Y

20332 . 94

12130.51

30332.97

~ 0.01

~ 0 . 03

~ 0.03

survey work, buoy positioning or fisheries
boundary regulation, where maximum accuracy
must be achieved .

The CC-2 is capable of several navigation functions
in relation to up to 9 _s .e+e ct~.ci way points. These
functions, wit,h sornr components; '- are given here:

/

l)

Course to go - adequate resolution and sensitivity for the majority of users, but not
for oceanographic survey work.

2)

Distance to go- accurate for all requirements.

3)

Time to go - based on current estimate of
speed. The navigator's own E.T.A . is
usually better .

4)

Course made good- accurate for all requirements .

5)

Speed made good - the filter necessary to
reproduce a reasonably stable estimate of
the ship's speed apparently has a response
delay of about two minutes (see Figure l) .
This yields neither a good instantaneous
speed (which is required for survey applications) nor a good long-term speed (which is
required to produce an accurate E. T.A . ) .

3)

Although the CC-2 manual provides many admonitions to the navigator to always check the
computed positions and courses against the
chart , there always exists the possibility of
large errors (such as poor Loran-e cycle
identification) causing blunders.

4)

The CC-2 is an expensive and quite a sophisticated navigation system . There is a requirement for a cheaper, simpler system such as
the CS-101 that can provide steering information for fishing and other smaller vessels.

5)

In Parizeau, three differing Loran-e positions
were available:
(a)
(b)
(c)

6)

Cross track error- this is the most sensitive
indicator for maintaining a good course, but
still not as sensitive as following a hyperbolic co-ordinate (T.D.).

7)

Left-right indicator- is too small to be of
much use. The scale options are satisfactory.

8)

Way point change - needs clarification in the
manual. The automatic change is not completely
practical, and would, perhaps, be better
achieved when the ship is abeam of the way
point, not just within 0. l nautical mile
( 185 m) of the way point. The alert light
is a satisfactory feature.

9)

Signal light- an essential feature . It
would also be useful to incorporate a warning
of poor line-of-position gradient. The
basic data required to compute gradient are
already in the system .

Conclusions

1)

This co-ordinate converter is a useful accessory to a Loran-e receiver. It provides
position information that allows Loran-e to
be used in areas where latticed charts are
not adequate for the user's requirements. It
also produces adequate course control facilities for most applications.

2)

The navigation information is of satisfactory
accuracy and sensitivity for the vast majority
of potential operators. However, the data
provided have only limited applications to

from the Austron 5000 survey system
which applied phase lag corrections
for non-homogeneous transmission paths,
from the Internav LC204 through a
latticed chart which applied another
estimate of phase lag corrections, and
from the CC-2 which applied only phase
lag corrections for a seawater transmi s s i on path .

Three estimates of one position from one navigation
system points to a problem. There is a need for
a more general method of es ti mating phase 1ags
along non-homogeneous transmission paths that can
be applied to survey mini-computer systems, to
chart latticing and to microprocessor-based
navigation boxes to achieve a uniform solution to
the co-ordinate conversion problem.
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Figure 1

The discussions on propagation demand little
formal physical or mathematical skills . This
section would benefit from the introduction of
the concepts of refraction and diffraction. The
parallels with RF and mic rowave propagation would
seem a natural avenue for improvi ng a novice
hydrographer ' s grasp of the limitations on performance of soundi ng and positioning systems .

Book Review
Underwater Acoustics and Sonar and
Echo Sounding Instrumentation
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A shortcomi ng characteristic of many texts is that
some sections do not lead the student gently
through the development of a concept without
introducing terms that are developed in later
sections . The discussion on the sonar equation
is not the e xception . Presumably the accompanying
lectures smooth over these imperfections .

S.B.MacPhee
Canadian Hydrographic Service
Technical Report TRI (Revised 1979)

This report is a recent edition of an introductory text and reference prepared by Mr. MacPhee
for hydrographers on the subject of underwater
acoustics and instrurrentation . It is always
stimulating to observe the approach an author
takes to introduce a subject .

In the way of omissions , I would suggest that
sections on t ransducer calibration methods and
near fie l d , far field effects are increasingly
impo r tant to the hydrographer as more complex ,
large apertu re sona rs are introduced . The
questions of sonar system resolution and the
effects of signal processing and display technology on dynamic range caul d be explored more fully
so that the hydrographer might oper ate his instrurrents more effecti vely .

The report offers a substantial list of references
for the motivated student to explore more fully
the historical, mathematical and physical depths
of the subject. One reference is reproduced as
an appendix to introduce side scan sonar as a
practical tool .

I have not come across any other texts written on
this s ubject specifically for the hyd r ographic
community. This report i s a good start in that
direction , and e vi dentl y Mr . MacPhee , i" n his
se ni or pos i tio n i n the CH S, senses this deficiency
s uf f iciently strongl y to in vest his time and
e nergy. Hopef ully, others will cont ri bute to
future editions, a nd hyd rographe rs will benefit
from them .

There are a few techni cal points which rrerit
improverrent . In the discuss i on of acoustic
rreasurerrents, t~acP h ee s hows a prefere nce for the
ya rd as the refe rence dista nce ove r the i nt e r natio na ll y accepted SI met re . I would pre fer to
see t he ya r d re t i red to an historical rol e . He
does use the mic r opasca l rather than the ret i red
mi c roba r for pres sur e . I woul d prefer to see the
decibel (dB) expressed cons i stentl y rather than
as Db or Db (de cabel ? ) .

Bryan F. White, P. Eng.
National Water Research Institute
Burlington, Ontario
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• Atlas precision survey sounders

• Hydrographic, oceanographic,
oil rig, pipeline and cable route
surveys

• Decca survey systems
• Del Norte trisponder systems

• Offshore engineering and high
resolution geophysical surveys
• Contract position fixing services

• Edo Western side scan sonar,
profilers and underwater T. V.

• Design development and
manufacture, marine systems

• Magnavox satellite navigation
equipment

• Cartographic, pre and post plot
services and data processing

• Data acquisition and
communications

• Satellite survey services

• Grabs, corers and samplers
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Letters to the Editor

I

Sir, --- Readers of LIGHTHOUSE may be interested
in the following sequel to my "Sailing Strategy
in the Face of the Gulf and North Atlantic Current"
published in November, 1977.

RECORDING
CURRENT METERS
RCM4

RCM5

Readers may recall that this article discussed
navigation strategy on a crossing of the North
Atlantic from the U.K . to the U.S.A. via the
Azores. It was our custom on board to 1 i ghten
the day by celebrating the sun's crossing of the
yardarm by downing the odd glass of gin or vodka.
Since these fiery spirits are made more palatable
with a little mi x, we carried several cartons of
smal l bottles. As one or two of these bottles
became empty each day we cast them oversi de after
placing a small message inside .
In the spring this year I received a l etter in
spanish from Las Tunas, Cuba, recording how one
of the bottles dropped overside not long after
leaving England, had been picked up off the coast
of Cuba on February 20, 1979. To quote part of
the letter:
"According to the mentioned message, the bottle
was dropped to the sea during your way from
Cornwall to the Azores Is. , dated og June 12,
1977 and at the positi on 46°12'N 16 27'W • ..
The finding of the bottle took place on the
morning of the 20 of February (Sunday) 1979.
That said day I found myself doing sport
navigating on a small boat along the north
coast of Pro vi nci a de Orei nte . ..
Attentively,
Faustino Perez Ramos."
A look at the Pilot chart will show that the bottle
in its one-and-a-half years of sailing, probably
went south with the Portuguese current, thence
past the Canary Islands and Cape Verde Islands,
where it was picked up by the westward flowing
equatorial current and carried across th.e Atlantic
to Cuba. That route is in the order of 5000 nauti cal miles and the Pil<Jt charts show that currents
of 0.5 knots prevail throughout the route. If in
fact the bottle had averaged th.at speed and
fallowed the route reasonab l y directly it waul d
have made the journey in 416 days .
So far that's the only message that has been re turned.
Adam J . Kerr
Canadian Hydrographic Service
Atlantic Region
Dartmouth, Nova Scotia

THESE INSTRUMENTS ARE FULlY
SELF-CONTAINED AND DESIGNED
TO RECORD SPEED, DIRECTION AND
TEMPERATURE OF THE OCEAN CURRENTS
BELOW THE WAVE ZONE.
SENSORS FOR PRESSURE
AND CONDUCTIVITY ARE AlSO AVAILABLE.
THE RCM4 .IS CAPABLE OF
2000 METERS DEPTH .
THE HIGH PRESSURE VERSION (RCMS)
Will OPERATE TO A MAXIMUM DEPTH
OF 6000 METERS.

AANDERAA
INSTRUMENTS LTD.
560 Alpha Street, Victoria, B.C. V8Z 1B2
Telephone (604) 386-7783
U.S.A .. Sales & Service
30F Commerce Way, Woburn 01801 , Mass.
Telephone (617) 933-8120
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Notes
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ADMIRAL MUNSON ELECTED PRESIDENT OF THE
HYDROGRAPHIC SOCIETY

Rear Admiral Robert C. lvJunson, Associate Director
for Fleet Operations, U.S. National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), National Ocean
Survey (NOS), in Rockville, Maryland, has been
elected President of The Hydrographic Society in
succession to Rear Admiral D.W. Haslam , OBE,
Hydrographer of the Navy.
Most recently Admiral Munson was Director of the
Atlantic Marine Centre (AMC) of NOS, managing
NOAA's East Coast fleet of ships and field
parties which conduct the hydrographic surveys of
the U. S. waters of the Great Lakes, the Atlantic
Coas t , the Gulf of Mexi co, the Virgin I s l ands and
Puerto Rico as well as the marine resource assessment surveys and their associated oceanography
along the East and Gulf Coasts. He was also a
former Associate Director of the Office of Marine
Surveys and Maps, National Ocean Survey, where he
was Program Manager responsible for the total
nautical charting operations in all U.S . waters .
Admiral Munson's period of Federal servi ce has
also included ten years at sea aboard seven survey
vessels, three of which he commanded; he also
served for a number of years as leader of geodetic
triangulation parties on surveys in the south
eastern and north western sections of the U.S.
His many citations include a Department of Commerce
Special Achievement Award, in May 1974 .
Admiral Munson is a member of the American Congres s
on ~urveying ~nd Mapping and the Marine Technology
Soc1ety. He 1s also U.S. Delegate and Executive
Secretary to the International Federation of
Surveyors (FIG) Commission IV, Hydrographic Surveying. Among other professional and civic activities, he is on the Board of Directors , Hampton
Roads Mariti me As s ociation and Hampton Roads Post
of the Society of American Military Engineers.

Proceedings of International Hydrographic
Technical Conference Available

The first International Hydrographic Technical
Conference was held in Ottawa, Canada from May 14th
to 18th, 1979 . Sponsored by the Canadian Hydrographic Service, Federation International e des
Geometres (FIG), Canadian Institute of Surveying,
and the Canadian Hydrographers' Association, the
conference brought together over 400 delegates
from 47 countries .
Commercial exhibits by 26 companies were on display as well as exhibits by CHS, FIG (Commission 4),
CHA, th e International Hydrographic Organization,
and the U.S. Defense Mapping Agency. As well,
the CSS ADVENT, a high-speed hydrographic survey
vessel from the Central Region of CHS, was berthed

in the Rideau Canal close to the conference centre
and was open to visitors throughout the conference.
Pape:s _were presented during five plenary sessions,
prov1d1ng the delegates with a t r uly international
view of hydrogr~phic ]nstrumentation, techniques,
problems and ph1losophies. Authors came from the
U.K . , Netherlands, Japan, Venezuela, the U.S.S.R.,
U.S.A., Australia, France, India, Monaco, Norway,
Egypt and Canada. A particularly interesting
keynote address entitled "The Law of the Sea and
the Developing Countries" was presented by
L. H. Legault, High Commissioner for Canada
Lagos, Nigeria. The conference ended with ~n
entertaining and informative luncheon address on
"Boundary Deli mitations and Their Implications on
Natural Resources" delivered by Marcel Cadieux
Special Negotiator for Maritime Boundaries
'
(Canada/USA), Department of Exte r nal Affairs,
Ottawa, Canada.
The conference committee, chaire d by Mr . M. Bolton
of the Canadian Hydrographic Se rvice, is to be
congratulate d for doing an excellent job on the
!'irst of.what is hoped will be a long line of
1nternat10nal hy drographic confe rences.
Proceedings fo r this conference are no1.J available
$15.00 Canadian , from:
'
The Canadian Institute of Surveying
Box 5378, Station "F"
Ottawa , Canada K2C 3J l
A copy of the proceedings will be sent to all
registered delegates.

International Symposium on Position Fixing

"!"he Hydr~grap h i c Society annou nces a three day
1nternat10nal symposium on Positio n Fixing, to be
held at Southampton University on 15-17 April
1980 . It is being co-sponsore d by the Canadian
Hydrographers' Association and the Institution of
Electronic and Radio Engineers (I ERE).
The ~ymposium, which is being s upported by a
spee1al man ufacturers exhibiti on, will include
pre sentations by leading world authorities on
the primary pos i tioning require me nts of the offshore, deep sea and port survey i ndustries.
Subjects scheduled for individual presentation and
discussion include satellites, inertial systems
microwave positioning equipments, as well as key
aspects of current and future ma rine electronic
and computer technology.
Ful! ?e ~ails on the symposium an d supporting
exh1b1 t10n may be obtained fro m t he Functions
Organiser, The Hydrographic Society, North East
London Polytechnic, London El7 4JB.

Proceedings of the Seminar on the Growth and
Potential of the Surveying and Mapping Industry in Canada

Proceedings of the above seminar, held on
February 28th, 1979 in Ottawa, Canada, and
sponsored, amongst other, by the Canadian Institute
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of Surveying, were recently received in the
editor's office. The seminar was designed to
acquaint senior officers in the federal government with the surveying and mapping indus try in
Canada and the proceeding waul d certainly serve
the same purpose for anyone interested in obtaining a copy. Various specialty fields- geophysical
surveying, remote sensing, thematic mapping,
aerial surveying and, of particular concern to
our readers, hydrographic surveying - were discussed along with the financial aspects of surveying and the profession itself . The keynote
address by Mr. D. N. Kendall, National Advisory
Committee on Surveying and Mapping, dealt with
the history and development of the industry in
Canada, as well as taking a look to the future .
Copies of the proceedings, $15.00 Canadian, are
available from:
The Canadian Institute of Surveying
Box 5378, Station F
Ottawa, Ontario
K2C 3Jl

Proceedings of International Symposium on
Depth Measurement and Sonar Sweeping Publ ished

The Hydrographic Society announces publication of
the proceedings of the International Symposium
on depth measurement and sonar sweeping he 1 d
under its a us pi ces at Southampton University 1 as t
year.
The proceedings comprise a special 200 page publication incorporating 12 technical papers
presented by leading authorities from the U. K. ,
Japan, the Netherlands and the U.S.A.; these are
supplemented by comprehensive accounts of
exchanges between speakers and delegates. Subjects
covered include Automation in the U.S.A. with
special reference to Depth; Sonar Sweeping in
Japan ; Hydrosearch High Definition Sonars; Future
Electronic Developments in Echo and Sonar Equipment.
Copies of the proceedings, price£15 each, are
available from The Hydrographic Society, North
East London Polytechnic, Forest Road, London
El7 4JB.

SALINITY PROFILE
PROBLEM SOLVERS
CTD-12

in situ magnetic
recording of Conductivity, Temperature and Depth profiles.

CTD-125

Precision High

Speed CTD probe.

780

Model
1 2 sensor1 6
electrode cell, Salinity chain for
ocean buoy moorings.
1 Patent Pending

Also call or write for data sheets on our Model 735 Digital Salinity Computer; Model 750 Wave Recorder; TG-12A Tide Gauge; DL-12S Shipboard
Salinity Recorder; RCM-1 2 Current Meter; TR-1 2 Temperature Profiler;
Model 600 Geothermal Heat Flux Probe; Model 701 Data Verifier (Thermal
Printer) and Model 769 Tape Reader.

APPLIED
MICROSYSTEMS

769 Lily Avenue
Victoria
British Columbia
Canada. V8X 3R7
(604) 4 79·8034
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The Hydrographer's Sketchbook

Hydrographers probably don ' t, as a rule, have
many outlets for artistic expression in their
work, except perhaps in inking field sheets and
drawing bench mark sketches - although many a
hydrographer has, no doubt, been known to his
colleagues for his distinctive inking style. And
so it is that the sketch shown above - discovered

in a Central Region file for Churchill, Manitoba
. - finds its way into LIGHTHOUSE as a rare example
of "hydrographic art." The artist won't be named
since the readers might like to "discover" him
on their own. The location and date should help.
He still works for the Canadian Hydrographic
Service.

Contest Winner
The contest announced in the last issue of
LIGHTHOUSE asking for municipal place names with
a hydrographic origin has been won by R. W.
"Sandy" Sandilands of Pacific Region, C.H.S . with
a list of 21 narres. Congratulations go to Sandy,
as will a cheque for $25.00 at the Hydrographic
Conference in Halifax,March 1980. Here is the
winning list:
Bayfield
Bayfield
Bayfield
Bay fie 1d
Bayfield Inlet
Bellin

p .E. I
Ont.
N.S.
N.B.
Ont.

P.Q.

Bull Harbour
Ca rti ervill e
Cook's Harbour
Fort Frankl in
Franquel in
Gabriol a
Galiano
Mayne
Owen Sound
Parry Sound
Pender Harbour
Sidney
Tofino
Vancouver
Zeballos

B.C.
p .Q.
Nfl d .
N . W. T.
p . Q.

B.C.
B. C.
B.C.
Ont.
Ont.
B. C.
B.C.
B.C.
B.C.
B.C.
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News from C.H.S.

I

Dominion Hydrographer Appointed

In 1975, after having become Head of Engineering
Services at BIO, he joined the Canadian Hydrographic Service in Ottawa as Manager, Planning and
Development . In this capacity he was responsible
for hydrographic and cartographic training and
standards, hydrographic planning, nautical geodesy
and geoscience mapping and GEBCO (General Bathymetric Chart of the Oceans) .
Mr. t1acPhee is a member of the Canadian Hydrographers ' Association, The Hydrographic Society,
the Canadian Institute of Surveying, and the
Association of Professional Engineers of Ontario .
New Regional Hydrographer for Atlantic Region

Adam J . Kerr was recently appointed Regional

Hydrographer of the Atlantic Region of the
Canadian Hydrographic Service in Dartmouth, Nova
Scoti a. He succeeds Mr . R. Melanson who retired
earlier this year .
Mr. Kerr has been with the Canadian Hydrographic
Service since 1958, occupying t he position of
Regional Hydrographer, Central Region, during the
period 1973-1977 .
In 1978 he obtained a Master's degree in Marine
Law and Policy from the University of Wales while
on education 1eave.
Prior to assuming his duties in Dartmouth Mr. Ke rr
had been on special assignrnent to the office of
the Assistant Deputy f1ini ster, Ocean and Aquatic
Sciences, Ottawa .
Regional Hydrographer-Quebec Region

Stephen B. MacPhee, of Ottawa, was appointed

Dominion Hydrographer of the Canadian Hydrographic
Service early this past summer. The position was
formerly occupied by G. N. Ewing, now Assistant
Deputy Minister for Ocean and Aquatic Sc i ences,
Department of Fisheries and Oceans .
After obtaining a degree in electrical engineering
in 1960, Mr. MacPhee was employed by E. M.I. Cossor
Electronics on the design and evaluation of underwater acoustics instrumentation for military
applications. During this period he spent a cons iderable aroount of t i me on naval ships in various
areas of operation.
After a period with Sperry Rand Canada Ltd., engaged in the design and operational aspects of
naval sonar, radar, communi catio ns and fire
co ntrol systems, he joined the Bedford Institute
of Oceanography in 1967 . While at BIO he was
involved in the design and testing of hydrographic
and oceanographic sensors and data acquisition
and processing systems. He was also engaged in
the development and eval uation of echo so under
digitizers , correlation systems for signal enhancement , and narrow beam echo sounders.

The most recently formed office of the Canadian
Hydrographic Service, Quebec Region, saw the
appointment of its first Regional Hydrographer
when Mr . Ken Williams won the competition earl y
this yea r . Mr . Williams moves to Quebec City
from Da r troouth, where he has been employed by the
Canadian Hydrographic Service since 1952 . His
most recent appointrnent in the Atlantic Region
was Hydro grapher-in-Charge of the survey party
operating on board the C.S.S. BAFFIN.
Headquarters Position of Manager,
Planning and Development Filled
~:o n t l1e competition for
the position of Manager, Planning and Development,
with the Canadian Hydrogra phic Service inOttawa,
Canada. Mr . Anderson has serve d with the Canadia n
Hydro graphic Service si nce 1960. Most recentl y
Mr. Anderson held the position of Chi ef, Cartographic Development in Ottawa and, prior to that ,
was in charge of Pacific Region's Hydrographic
Development Section.

I

Neil M. Anderson recently

Regional Positions Filled -Atlantic and Pacific

Competitions we re held recently to fill the Assi stant Regional Hydro grapher position in the Atlantic
Region an d the Re gi on al Fiel d Superinte nde nt
pos ition in the Pacific Re gion. The s uccess ful
candidates we re T. B. Smith in the Atlanti c
Region and R. w. Sandi lands in the Pacific Re gion .

t·
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News from Industry

high platform some 15 km off the coast of Peru.
During the initial stages, around 585 positioning
and depth recordings were realised within an hour
using an 1·1RD l system linked to printer, plotter
and digitised fathometer facilities.

First Canadian Delivery of
New Tell urometer MRD 1 SYSTEM

The Water Resources Division of the Canadian
Department of Fisheries has taken deli very cf a
variant of the newly-developed Tell urometer MRD 1
microwave position fixing system. The fully automated, microprocessor-controlled MRD 1 is capable
of realising repeatable dynamic accuracies uf
better than l meter over ranges up to 100 km.
It requires no tuning or calibration.
A two-range configuration, together with ancillary
echo sounding and track plotting equipment, has
been used by the Water Resources Division for
carrying out water and flood control surveys in
Slave Lake, Alberta as well as latterly in British
Columbia.
Elsewhere, MRD l configurations have been delivered to the Port of Hamburg for dredging operations
in addition to Belco Petroleum, the Peruvian
Government's principal offshore oil exploration
and production concern . The Peruvian application
has thus far involved the positioning of a 400 m

lnternav Loran C Receivers Selected for
DND Maritime Command Fleet

A contract has been awarded to Internav Limited,
Sydney, Nova Scotia, to supply forty-four Model
LC-204 Loran C receivers to the Department of
National Defence. This order follows an initial
DND contract for six LC-204 receivers placed with
Internav in 1978.
The equipment will be installed in
Maritime Command fleet on Canada's
Coasts, and is expected to provide
assistance to ships patrolling our
eignty limit and on other national

vessels of the
East and West
position fixing
200 mile soverdefence missions.

Besides the Department of National Defence, other
Canadian LC-204 users include the Canadian Coast
Guard, the Department of Fisheries and Oceans,
the National Research Council, and a broad spectrum of merchant, fishing, and private vessels.
In overseas markets, the LC-204 is widely used by
all classes of ships, from supertankers to ocean
yachts.

Seagoing Chart Dealer

Regional Hydrographer Mike Bolton congratulates
Pacific Region's first seagoing Chart Dealer,
Ian Campbell while Regional Chart Superintendent
Sev Crowther looks on.

Ian, owner and master of ' Coast Pilot' will
operate a mobile Dealership in areas not serviced
by shore dealers.
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CH A Persona I Notes

I

Ottawa Branch
Alain Gagnon rejoined CHS in t1ay after a brief
stint in a local township drafting office; Marcel
Chenier has transferred to Atlantic Region;
Don Vachon, an engineering grad. from Carleton U.
joined the Cartographic Section in May ; Tim
Evangelatos completed his Master's degree in
Systems Engineering recently; Sandy MacDonald

resigned in Septerrber after 21 years with CHS and
has moved to Nova Scotia.

Central Branch
Don Knudsen left CHS in May to work at the Canada
Centre for Remote Sensing in Ottawa; Dave Livings tone is presently working for Atomic Energy of

Canada in Sheridan Park, having left CHS in
August; Rob Tripe , a CHS employee for many years
in both Pacific and Central Regions, has forsaken
hydrography to teach computer programming at
Mohawk College in Hamilton; Central Branch welcomes
its fi rs t female member, Deborah Borris, a
hydrography student at Humber College in Toronto .

Pacific Branch
C.S.S. PARIZEAU, Barry Lusk, returned to IOS from
a successful survey of Laredo Sound and his party,
under Mike Woods, continued the survey of
Harrison Lake and river commenced earlier in the
season; Graeme Richardson and party completed a
short but successful Western Arctic season where
they made a large scale survey of Summers Harbour
and Wise Bay and smaller scale surveys of the
approaches; Tony MOrtimer and Peter Milner continued their Loran C calibrations in the Beaufort
Sea; Hydrography I field training was held in
the Region and the beautiful B. C. climate cooperated with no down time due to weather; Tony
0 'Connor ended up in court but only as a jury
member on a long drawn out murder trial - hard
luck on summer rotation ashore and his planned
long vacation; Fred Stephenson and John Smedley
spent August on a one month tidal survey of Queen
Maude Gulf and Victoria Strait; the 9th Annual
Canadian Hydrographic Invitational Golf Tournament
was held in August and Mike Foreman retained his

'resident pro' status at the Institute with a
round of 69.
Winning Season for Mariners

The Institute of Oceans Sciences Mariners recently
completed a successful softball season with a
15 win l tie 5 loss record. They were also second
place finishers in an eight team Hertz Invitational Softball Tournament .

l·

Back ROUJ - L-R:

Laurie Thompson, Don Jodrell,
Dave Harrison, Doug Sieberg,
Rick Taylor, Ken Holman, Ardene
Philp, Dave Fisher, Brian Watt

Front

rOUJ

Sue McKenzie, Nick Said, Violet
VeY'I716tte, Pete Browning, Sylvia
Liudzius, Sev Crowther.

No matter~ow often you take a re~ding with MRD ·1 , th$
answer always comes up within a dynamic accuracy of 1··
metre.
· ·.
··
· · .
· This

repeatable precision is achieved
And without any need to calil)~ate or fun~it';
eXIDetnS1Vfi.?ti.rlne•·W~lstiiria and l~ss of output~ And' no

________ .. ______ ....
Photograph by courtesy of Hunting Surveys Ltd.

Please send me your technical literature on the MRD 1.
Name _ _ _ _ _ __

_ _ __

Company _

_ _ _ __ _ _ _ __

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ __

_ _ __

_ __
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